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EDITORIAL

The many facets of life at Nairobi School are well reflected in this 1980
edition of the Impala'. The variety of our cultural activities can be seen in the
reports of our clubs and societies. In the Sports Section you will read of our
participation in a wide range of sports and games. From our examination
results and original articles you may observe that academic matters aro far
from neglected. This wealth of experience is what gives the School its ess ►nUal
quality. Every boy who is ready to exploit to the full the opportunities offered
to him may prepare himself for a successful career in his chosen Meld of
endeavour.

At Nairobi School we are fortunate to enjoy some of the best educational
facilities in the country. As the Headmaster has pointed out in his report,
soaring inflation has made it sectremely difficult to maintain these facilities.
However, it is clearly the responsibility of each one of us to ensure that our
School, which has served past generations so successfully and is serving us so
well, maintains the highest possible standards for the benefit of those to come.

It is always encouraging to see •the formation of a new club or society
within the School and the establishment of a Press Club has been welcomed
by the whole community. 'Patch Despatch', the newspaper published by tht
club, has provided a valuable forum for the exchange of views on matters of
common interest and impressed us all with its mature approach to School affairs.
Let us hope that it will be a regular feature of School life for many years to
come.

This year, once again, the 'Impala' has been printed by The Regal Press
and we thank them for their help and advice. Our thanks, also, to Mr. Priestley
for collecting the advertisements, to the advertisers, themselves, and to those
very patient ladies in the School office, who typed out all the material for the
magazine most efficiently, frequently from barely legible originals.

J. Hillyard
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FROM THE HEADMASTER'S DESK

Since the Golden Jubilee issue of 'Impala' there have been only a few
changes. The School has continued running smoothly, thanks to our teachers,
students and auxiliary staff whose co-operation has been tremendous. A.
number of things, however, require special mention.

Our boys have continued recording success in games and co-curricula r
activities, as noted elsewhere in this issue of 'Impala'. The most outstanding
and historic event was the Social Evening for the P.T.A. held on 13th June,
1980. This function had been suggested during the launching of the P.T.A.
constitution. Parents had suggested that there should be an occasion when
parents and teachers could meet informally and get to know one another. Under
the chairmanship of Mr. J. K. Gatuguta, a committee was formed to organise
the Social Evening. It was decided that the function should be a barbecue and
that the Headmaster would organise refreshments and apperil for donations
to help defray expenses. Mr. I. Dougan was to organise a raffle. It was very
encouraging to see so many parents in attendance. Entertainment was pro-
vided by the School Band, Kirinyaga and Serengeti House choirs and the
Darubini comedians from V.O.K. The prefects and scouts acted as ushers. The
cateresses, the bursar and their assistants made sure that there was enough
mutton, sausages and beef and good roasting fires for everybody. After intro-
ductions and entertainment the barbecue started outside the School Hall.
When everybody had eaten to his/her satisfaction the raffle was held. The
disco started in the Hall and many parents and teachers took the floor while
others relaxed with drinks. ' The visitors were to leave at their leisure and the
disco continued into the small hours of the morning. What entertainment for
only ten shillings! On reviewing the event it was decided that the Social Even-
ing should be an annual function. We are therefore looking forward to a
similarly enjoyable evening in 1981.

There has been no major development of physical facilities this year as
inflation has continued to hit the School as hard as any other institution
in the country. The boys would like the School to buy new vehicles — a bus in
particular — but there have been other areas of higher priority . A new tractor
has been purchased and hot water has been installed in Tana House. The
School was turning into a grassland but since the tractor was purchased the
grassland is no more. With a Development Fund payment of 75/- per pupil
it is hoped that the School's physical facilities will be maintained properly
and more development work embarked on when the existing commitments are

cleared.
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During the year there have been few discipline problems and the credit
for this goes to the Staff and prefects who have been very vigilant and co-
operative. The boys have also been very understanding, especially in connection
with food shortages; this shows maturity of thought amongst our boys. With
similar consideration for the equipment and materials provided for the boys'
use, the School could improve further and boys lives would become more
enjoyable and rewarding.

Finally, I would like to sincerely thank Mr. Hillyard and the editorial
committee for their continued effort towards making publication of the 1980
'Impala' a success. Members of the Press Club should also be congratulated
for keeping us informed of various issues in the School.

THINKING OF SUCCESS BRINGS SUCCESS.

S. K. Kibe,	 Dip, Ed.

With the compliments of

SAVANI'S BOOK CENTRE

Suppliers of: School Books, Stationery, School Requisites.

PRINTERS WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS

OPP. EMBASSY CINEMA, NAIROBI
	

P.O. Box 42157

Telephone 334625 Lagos Road City Building
	 Tel: 335110, 334625, 22405

SPEECH DELIVERED BY THE ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
HON. MAINA WANAGI ON BEHALF OF H.E. THE PRESIDENT, HON.
DANIEL T. ARAP MOI 0.0.0. AT THE NAIROBI SCHOOL GOLDEN
JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS ON SATURDAY 13TH OC'T'OBER 1979 AT 2 P.M.

The Chairman of the Board of Governors, The Headmaster, Invited Guests,
Students, Parents, Ladies and Gentlemen.

On behalf of H.E. the President of the Republic of Kenya, Daniel T. Amp
Mei, it is my greatest pleasure to be here with you today during this important
occasion of the Golden Jubilee of your School. It is remarkable that this school
has been in existence for half a century. This existence has been marked with
successes which have moulded the lives of our youth by creating an inheritance
which has formed a unique Kenyan Society. It is therefore important that the
marking of these fifty successful years should be an appropriate time to look
at the past in order to assess our levels of achievement and performance and
also use the same occasion to rededicate ourselves to the future of our posterity.

You will agree with me that in this era of NYAYO philosophy, the crowning
of your fifty years of existence, should echo the essential lifestyle of PEACE,
UNITY, and LOVE, as expressed by our beloved President. Therefore it is
befitting that as we celebrate this Golden Jubilee, we search for better and
efficient ways and means of achieving these national objectives within which
our future depends.

A simple outline of what the School has been able to achieve over the years
has been made by both the Headmaster and the Chairman of the Board of
Governors. Needless to say, the School boasts of vital contributions both to
human endeavour in our society and to nation-building in particular.

It is the character, the views and the ethics, the morals and the leadership
qualities, the skills and the know-how, the dedication and the ability which
have helped every Ex-Nairobi student, to be able to contribute in one wely or
other to the present and the past development of this Nation.

You will all agree with me again that as much as other schools have
endeavoured to have a unique contribution in this country, so has this School.
Thus your efforts, as teachers, students, parents and supporters of the school
both past and present have clearly supplemented the efforts of other institutions
in nation-building.
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The school has undergone not only a physical transformation but also social
and multiracial change which has made your school shine among the leading
national secondary schools in the country. Besides high academic achievements,
you have also in the past recorded greater successes in extra-curricular
activities.

In many industries, firms and public institutions, Nairobi School graduates
continue to play very vital roles in their own individual ways. This is what
should be and It is the expectation of all of us here that the trend will continue
unabated. In fact we can expect greater involvement of this school in our
national activities as years pass by.

As we celebrate the past fifty years, we must look at our future from our
successes and drawbacks in the past This may give each one of us an impetus
for better performance and greater national concern for human welfare. But we
need greater insight into our social, political, economic and cultural needs if we
are going to influence the future of our country along the proper path.

Since our institutions offer education for both individual and social capabi-
lities, it must be stressed that the efforts made to offer any education must be
shared between individual good and social or national good. The human and
physical resources of our country can best be tapped only if we instil good
leadership and specific skills in the individual during formal education. In
addition, there must be a clear and positive attempt to instil good discipline,
moral thinking and purposeful interdependence on the individual in the course
of this same education. It is a citizen who has had such a comprehensive and
composite upbringing who can become a clear asset to the nation and to himself.
Value judgements depend on the exposure that has been offered to an individual
during his early life. Hence, in order to make sound judgements, distinct
decisions, prudent guidance, and live as a human beings, there is every need
to expose each and every one to purposeful and valuable education, even beyond
commitment to formal knowledge in any or all areas of our modern society.
If self-direction and reliance are parts of our life styles, then they must be
accompanied by explicit objectives and principles of total life.

Nairobi School in its endeavour has attempted to offer such education to
its students over the last fifty years. As new ideals are shaped by the social,
economic, political and cultural needs of our Nation, each school will definitely
need to evaluate • the endeavour thereof without denying itself its identity and
status. More specifically, I must stress that personal and collective discipline
and life-style serve as vehicles for achieving our educational goals and objectives.
It is the Policy of the Government to make it possible for every school-age
child as well as all adults to learn what there is in this world which can assist
in faster and organized Nation-building. Without recourse to better individual
behaviour it can be a disappointing attempt. Teachers and administrative
personnel in the Ministry of Education will assist every young person to grow
well, so that the education system is able to produce better and capable leaders
for our future generations.

Mr. Chairman, the Government has contributed substantially to the develop-
ment of this school both in physical and human terms. The members of the
public, especially the parents, have, too, played their part in this development. I
hope that this joint effort will be continued even to greater heights. Now that
a formal Parents/Teachers Association has been formed, it is to be hoped that
it will make every effort in contributing to the future transformation of this
great Institution.

Sacrifices have been made before and there is every indication that more
sacrifices are required in the future. I appeal to you to see your school in
relation to the others in the country. Truly you cannot achieve much if you
only saw your endeavours in isolation from the rest of the education panorama
in this Nation.

Touching briefly on the school's present life. You are probably aware that
you are among the very few schools in this country with a very diverse
curriculum whose programmes allow for a very wide scope of subject choices
both in the academic and extra-curricular areas. If all students take advantage
of such a blessed environment then greater things can be expected of them.
Both teachers and students have near-perfect teaching-learning situations and
this must be utilized for your own good. Your E.A.C.E. and E.A.A.C.E.
results are an indication of very good work but there is still room for improve-
ment in the future. This can be said, too, in respect of extra-curricular
activities in the whole school.

It is only fitting that any rededication to the future must be made now as
you celebrate this Golden Jubilee. As we go about our daily work from now on
we must see our endeavours in terms of total commitment for our society and
for each one of us. This we can learn through the history of this school and
through others in other institutions or in their individual lives.

Therefore, I wish to appeal, once more, to everybody who is present here
today to consider today's occasion as a day for renewed commitment and
dedication to future development of this school. I hope those who have passed
through this school to adult life will feel the urge to come back and support
the school materially and morally, so that an occasion like today does not
become just one other social gathering.

May I finally wish the school e, very bright future.
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EAST AFRICAN CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, 1979
FIRST DIVISION

WHEEL BALANCING

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

BATTERY CHARGING

MAJOR REPAIRS ON ALL

MAKES OF CARS

FREE CAR CHECK WITH EVERY

LUBRICATION

REPAIRS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
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C. I. Andati
I. S. Benawra
0. Bomett
R. Etemesi
J.M.O. Fafowora
F.K. Gathige
J. Gitonga
F.K. Guandai
S Hamdun
J.M. Kamau
A. Kapila
C. Kariuki
J.S.N. Kigondu
P.Z. Kikuyu
S.M. Kilonzo
F.C. Kimarl
M.N. Kimathi

SECOND DIVISION

R.J. Abwao
F.M. Adolf
J.0. Andika
J.K. Boit
G.M. Chege
G. Gachugu
J.P. Gatuguta
J.N. Gichuru
F.K. Gitu

Gitura
Itumo

T.J.O. Josiah
J. Kabiru
H. Kamdar
R.M. Kang'anri.
J.K. Karam*
SM. Karinga
V.G. Kariuki
A.E. Kibaara
V.W. Kimani

THIRD DIVISION

D.M. Abukutsa
Choka

E.A. Kabiduka
J.G. Kareithi
D.M. Karlithi

S,W. Kinyua
G.M. Kioko
D. Kisala
G. Kung'u
E.D. Magomere
K.N. Malombe
S.M. Mucai
F.K. Mugo
D.M. Mureithi
K.N. Murungi
P.M. Mwangi
S. Ndegwa
J.N. Ngugi
T. Ngugi
H.N. Njeru
J. Njoroge

J.E. Kimondo
H.S. Lakhmidass
S.S. Lochab
P.P. Ludenyi
D.O. Lukoye
F.N. Macharia

Mahebo
Malla

W.N. Mathenge
G. Mbugua
S.G. Mbugua
J. Mugwika
P.M.K. Muhoro
J.N. Muhu
H.M. Mukangi
G.M. Mungal
J.M. Mungal
P.M. Muraguri
B.N. Muriuki

N.B. Kung'u
H.K. Mangua
A.W. Matu
I.J.M. Mmaitsi

lVfuhizi

P.N. Njuguna
P.H. Nyandat
M.O. Oohieng'
E.W. Ochola
P. Odhiambo
P.V. Oftiambo
P.J. Odunga
J.W.H. Ogola
O.K. Oloo
P.C.O. Omondi
R. Omondi
P.S. Opiyo
T. Otieno
J.J.D. Otunga
S.N. Wainaina
V.M, Wakura

J. Muturi
E.M. Mwangale
S.I, Mwangi
S.G. Mwangi
O.M. Mwavita
R. Mwongo
A.A. Naji
P.M. Ngigi
A.K. Njenga
N.M. Njeru ,
D.M. Nyagi
J.M. Ombeva
H.M. Omwenga
D.B.O. Onyango
O.E. Otiende
Q.O. Otieno
J.K. (Mem

Rotich
D.N. Wamal

J.M. Mwikya
A.M. Ndetto
D.M. Ngige
O.G. Odongo
A.O. Omuga

NYOTA YA META SERVICE STATION LTD.
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NAIROBI
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EAST AFRICAN ADVANCED CERTIFICATE OF
EDUCATION, 1979

FOUR PRINCIPALS
M.M. Mureithi

THREE PRINCIPALS
S.O. Abwoga
S.I. Bansal
K.A.W. Bett
M.J. Chaudhry
N.M. Dalizu
S.M. Gatobu
R. Rambo
C.G. Kiai

TWO PRINCIPALS
A.A. Agini
C.M. Aranga
E. Chore

Gichangi
I.N. Gichina
P.E.W. Kanyi
H.D.N.K. Kariuki
B.M. Kiama
P.G. King'ang'i

Joko
D.M. Kitheka
R.J. Kwayi
ONE PRINCIPAL

J.D. Adoyo
H.G. Dambi
S.M.K. Gathungu
G.K. Gatuhi
S M. Kanyua
P.N. Karingithi

1 — 4 SUBSIDIARY
D.N.N. Isaboke
R.J. Mkslama

Mureithi

M.M. Kimani
J.K.C. Kipchoge
J.W. Khonyo
F.K. Maine
B.M. Majale
K.O. Mose
W.M. Mudavadi
M.D. Mulwa

N.S. Mang'eli
W.L. Mogaka
J.K. Muchiri
F.K. Mungai
B.W. Murage
J.D. Muraguri
J.H.K. Muriithi
D. Muyundo
A.M. Ndambuki
E.O. Nyang'eri
T.W.S. Oddenyo

J.M. King'oo
J.L.M. Mugweru
E.M. Ndirangu
W.N. Ngugi
S.R. Nzano
G. Ogago

K. Mutero
P.M. Mwangangi
K.J. Namdi
N.K. Ngige
P.G. Ngotho
E. Ramogo
R.P. Shah
M.K. Tuei
S.E. Wambuzi

C.A. Ogola
J.O. Owino
H.A. Rehman
A.M. Theurl
B.J. Tsuma
M.O.A. Uznija
A.B. Wafula
A.M. Wahome
P.M.K. WaInba
M.K.G. Wamwea
M.A. Wasuma

S.O. Osewe
S.O. Owino
C.V. Pereira
A.I. Ranpara
D.K. Siele

D.N. Njoya
D.E. Obati

PASSES
H.M.M. Murwa
M. Njau

R.M. Kariuki
T. Kariuki
M.J. Kasing'a
J. Kibunja

Kimotho
J.K. Kipkalis

FOURTH DIVISION
S.K. Cheptoo
G.M. Gichira
W.K. Githinji

M.J. Mung'edi	 D.H. Onsando
P.J.G. Mwai	 J.A. Orinda
M.N. Mwangi	 R. Otieno
F.K. Mwaura	 D.N. Wambia.
P.M.N. Muriuki	 S.E. Wawa

J.N. Kamau	 M.N. Muriuki
H.K. Kimani	 J.D.N. Mutie
J.M. Lubowa	 R.K. Njue

FROM THE HEAD OF SCHOOL

This past year has seen an upward surge in school spirit and endeavour
in keeping with our School Motto 'To the Uttermost'. Having been appointed
prefects we were determined to halt the gradual decline in School discipline
and spirit. Realizing that school spirit was inherent we set about our objectives
by being model students. We emphasized the need for self-discipline, where
every student was certain he was doing the right thing at the right time. We
also ensured that punishments given out were corrective and not punitive. The
students have shown an appreciation of our approach.

The country was beset with food shortages and the School was no
exception. My thanks go to the students for their understanding of the
situation, even when ugali, the national dish, turned yellow overnight. Remark-
able self-control was exerted by our students, no more so than in the Mustaq
Hockey Cup Final with Jamhuri, when we were victims of an unsportsmanlike
display of stone throwing after winning the cup.

The Headmaster, Mr. S. K. Kibe, and the staff have been particularly
encouraging in their co-operation and especially Messrs. Rihal, R. Njoroge and
Kinuthia, in their services to sport.

In extra-curricular activities we have seen major victories on both the
rugby and hockey pitches and soccer looks very promising. In rugby we
brought back the John Andrew's Memorial Seven's Cup after thirteen years.
It is encouraging to see that more students are developing an enthusiastic
attitude towards sports. The School promises to continue to produce National
Sports Stars in the league of Edebe (rugby), J.J. Masiga (rugby and soccer),
the Ilako's (tennis) and Otambo (hockey).

I wish to thank the prefects for their co-operation, especially Owino Magana
as the Deputy Head of School. The Heads of Houses, S. S. Shahball, I. Litaba,
T. Kaloki, P. D, Ndombi, J. M. Miringu, P. Ndiba, K. P. Oduor and T. Githugu
(who was appointed an S.S.P. due to his dedication to sport). My thanks also
go to all the other School Prefects for their enthusiasm and dedication to duty.
I would also wish all the school leavers the best of luck in their exams and in
the future.

To our successors I would but say, before our appointment we were
dissatisfied with our predecessors and no doubt they win feel the same. But
as Edmund Burke once said, 'to complain of the ege we live in, to murmur
at the present possessors of power, to lament the past, to conceive extravagant
hopes of the future, are the common dispositions of the greatest part of mankind'.
I can only hope that in their zeal to surpass our efforts they will keep these
words in mind. I wish them all the best in their endeavours to strive to the
uttermost.

J. M. Muna, Head of School.
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With Compliments

ZAKAR BUTCHERY

P.O. Box 46240	 Tel. 20692

NAIROBI

FROM THE SCHOOL CHAPLAIN

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom" and "the fool has said
in heart, 'There is no God' ". These two Bible texts have for many years
helped many who, like us in Nairobi School, are diligently engaged in the
tough exercise of seeking knowledge and wisdom. We believe it was with
this deep faith in the living God that the early missionaries established insti-
tutions of learning in our country with Christianity as the foundation.

Nairobi School has been in existence for the last fifty years and like
many other schools of her age, Christian faith has been the tradition on which
the life of our school has been based. The role played by this tradition in
the lives of our boys, both during their school days and in their future lives
cannot be over-emphasised. Many whom we have met even after their Univer-
sity studies have borne witness to this great truth.

Boys have continued to receive words of advice and encouragement from
our Monday, Tuesday and Thursday Chapel assemblies which are aimed at
giving them an opportunity to start their day's engagements with prayers
and th' hearing of God's holy word. We are very grateful to our Christian
brothers, Mr. Jeff Lyford, Mr. 0. Tingard and other members of the Naviga-
tors who have so tirelessly and lovingly given their time to come arid give
short addresses at some of these assemblies. Also a word of appreciation goes
to the few members of our teaching staff who have always joined the boys
in chapel thus setting a good example to them, and proving to them that
chapel-going is not a punishment! Those who have contributed in giving
short talks are very sincerely thanked.

Sunday morning services and evening Christian meetings have continued
as usual except that the Catholic circles need reviving while the Crusaders
need revitalization; the Christian Union deserve a special word of commenda-
tion for their marked enthusiasm and constant growth. It is with great
satisfaction that we thank Mr. S. N. Njoroge for his guidance to the Crusaders
and Christian Union.

We have at the same time had special church services held at our school
chapel, namely Baptism and Confirmation services. Although this has been
our yearly exercise, we are greatly encouraged when we see boys who of
their own choice, come forward for Christian instructions in preparation for
baptism and confirmation. In July, 1979, several boys were baptized and 50 were
confirmed while in June, 1980, 6 boys were baptized and 25 confirmed in
July. We are grateful to the Archbishops, bishops and clergy who have as-
sisted us so willingly in these special services. Also to those who have
officiated at our services of Holy Communion or preached at our normal
Sunday morning services.

The year 1980 has been a year of enrichment regarding the schools'
Christian life with the arrival of both Rev. P. Pulljames and Mr . P. Johnston.
The Rev. Pulljames with his priestly status has already been of great help
to us in celebrating the Holy Communion. Mr. Johnston with his long experience
as a Lay-Reader in the Anglican Church has already proved to be of treme-
ndous help to our school's Christian and spiritual well-being.
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This article is being written when the Muslims are observing their month
of Raznadhan, when every one of them (if they all take their faith seriously)
is expected to fast, i.e. denying oneself all kinds of pleasures including food
(during the day). This is not a practice for Muslims only, for we Christians
are also expected to fast every year during the Christian season of Lent. Here
at Nairobi School we practise this not simply by denying ourselves pleasures
but by also giving our material substance for aid of the less fortunate ones,
particularly children. In 1979 we collected over 2,000/-, three-quarters of which
we gave to Gertrude's Garden Children's Hospital. In 1980 we collected again
just over Sh. 2,000/. which will be given to one or two voluntary organizations
which cater for the disabled children, as this year is the National Year of the
Disabled. A special word of thanks goes to those who so kindly contributed
to this very worthy cause.

In conclusion, once again we wish to express our gratitude to those who
have contributed to all Christian activities for the past year including the
Headmaster, Deputy Headmaster, teachers and lastly but not least our very
active chapel wardens, Mackenzie, Adiedo, Mukulu, Wanjau and Mwange who
have given very commendable service to our chapel

Miss Sarah Kabetu deserves a special word of thanks for her contribution
over the last five years in arranging chapel flowers for us with dedication.

Amos Maim Thiong'o, School Chaplain.
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OFFICIAL OUTFITTERS
TO

NAIROBI SCHOOL.

TAILORS & OUTFITTERS

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS IN RETROSPECT

On October lath last year, Nairobi School marked half a century of
existence.

The occasion had been eagerly anticipated by the entire school community.
Indeed, by the end of the second term, preparations for this auspicious occasion
were already under way. The Assistant Minister for Education, Hon. Mama
Wanjigi, kindly agreed to preside over the Jubilee ceremonies.

The celebrations commenced in the morning with a lively hockey match
between Nairobi School and Kenya High School, followed by a soccer match
between our school and the traditional arch-rivals, Lenana School. Both were
friendly matches in every sense of the word, and the scores were immaterial.

A delicious cafeteria-style lunch served as a welcome break and convinced
everybody that here, indeed, was a festival to be remembered.

During the afternoon, parents and other guests began to arrive. With the
arrival of the Guest of Honour, the festival began in earnest. The Headmaster,
clad in his brilliant academic robes complete with mortar board, delivered a
moving speech and humbly stepped aside for Hon. Wanjigi, whose speech was
equally edifying. Then came the presentation of prizes to the brightest of the
bright. Akich TM., then H.0.8., seized three prizes, while Magomere,
Chaudhry and Odhiambo P. grabbed two prizes each. The choirs from Nairobi
Girls and Kenya High School graced the occasion with some beautiful singing.

School
Outfitters

(FORMERLY HAR1A CASH STORES)

MUINDI MBINGU STREET
opposite City Market

TELEPHONES 24574 & 25186
P.O. Box 45765 NAIROBI.

That was not all. The presentation of prizes was followed by exhibitions
in the laboratories. The teachers and students who had prepared these exhibitions
must be commended for demonstrating that if the future Kenya will lack
anything, it will certainly not be skilled scientists and mathematicians.

The planting of the Jubilee Tree by the Guest of Honour highlighted the
dying hours of the festival. A classic rugby match between Nairobi School
and the Old Cambrians rounded off the celebrations, as students, parents and
other guests hurried off for the half-term holiday.

The day ended satisfyingly with a barbecue for parents and teachers behind
the school hall.

P. Odhiambo
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KINGSWAY TYRES

& AUTO MART LTD.

Tyres and Tubes - Retreading - Steel and

Alloy Rims-Accessories - Batteries -

Tru-ride Products

P.O. Box 11324	 University Way	 TEL. 20996/23239

NAIROBI
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PROFILE -
MR. W. A. PRIESTLEY

Mr. W. A. Priestley, Head of the Chemistry Department, is the longest
serving member of the teaching staff in Nairobi School.

Born in 1942 in Leamington Spa near Coventry, he attended Bablake School
and later, Leeds University where he completed a B.Sc. in Chemistry in 1963.
A further year there gained him a Post-Graduate Certificate in Chemistry and
Games, his favourite game being cricket.

He arrived in Kenya on January 2nd 1967, to take up a teaching job at
the Prince of Wales School where 43 out of li teachers were on expatriate
terms. He was appointed Head of the Chemistry Department in 1968 and has
been Cricket Master since he arrived. He has played the organ for the School
Chapel since 1973, though he admits to being really a piano player having
taken lessons from the age of seven.

What of the boys' opinion of him ? These excerpts are taken from the
magazine of Nairobi School Press Club, the 'Patch Despatch', ' He can be
so serious at times as to strike terror into the stoutest of hearts, yet can
also be hilariously funny 	  He possesses the uncanny ability to turn
all the colours of the rainbow when annoyed or flustered; indeed he can even
turn a few colours which are not in the rainbow! ..... there is probably no-one
more feared, respected and held in awe, than he 	  he can say more with
Just his eye-brows, than most teachers can say with their mouths!"
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Whenever there is a significant
development in the field of repro-

graphics, Rex-Rotary is at the front.
The Introduction of the RR22 spirit

duplicator is such an event, bringing
you technical superiority and

operational simplicity.

• Automatic loading of the
duplicating master.

• Superbly reliable paper feed.
• Adjustable printing pressure.
• Scope to print up to 5 colours

in one run.

Ex-RorAmy (KENYA) LIMITED.
PHONE 29472/332996

CABLES •REXROTARY'

P.O. BOX 3076$, NAIROBI, KENYA.

MOKTAR DADDAH STREET

Mr. Priestley himself, is very sociable and belongs to a number of clubs,
among them Parklands Sports Club, Harlequins, Scorpions, and lately, the
Kenya Flyflshers Club. He is married with two children, both born here, and
has lived in his house near the main gate for 13 years. He underwent two
major operations on his back in '68 and '75.

He maintains that for him, the best period was '69-'72 when we had the
best school cricket side in East Africa. Today, he misses the game of cricket.
We have about 2 crioketers in 880 boys and one of the finest cricket grounds
in the country.

"At one time," he says, with a sad light in his eyes, "We maintained
four cricket sides, each with two matches a week."

Another activity he greatly misses is the beating of the retreat by the
school band.

In his 14 years of residence here, Mr. Priestley has seen four headmasters
in office, Messrs. Ironside, Dollimore, Mureithi and Kibe, and as he continues
his diligent work here, we wish him a continued pleasant stay.

M. A. D.

With Compliments

SUVIENNAH OUTFITTERS (CO.) KENYA
TAILORING FIRM

P.O. Box 28184	 Duruma Road
Telephone 29631	 NAIROBI.
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THE LIBRARY REPORT

Patron	 Mrs. Aomori

Chief Librarian	 Mbuu P. T.

Deputy Librarian	 Kamande K. B. M.

This year the Library started off remarkably well compared to the past'
years. This was due to a meeting which was held in the first week of the
first term. The meeting had been called by the headmaster to discuss various
issues concerning the school. It was a very bad day for the library management
as it came under direct attack from students who expressed their dissatisfac-
tion with services offered by the library. Heads of various departments were
put to task when they were told to explain the circumstances surrounding.
the shortage and lack of the most essential textbooks which any school library
ought to have. Some teachers gave impromptu answers while some chose to
remain tight - lipped and maintain a comparatively low profile in the whole
discussion. However, action speaks louder than words. It is in view of this
meeting that we now have books in the sections which had not been stocked
for the last few decades.

In the past, there have been a few anomalies in borrowing books. Some
people have managed to get away with library books through dubious channels.
We have been able to seal the loopholes which used to exist and this has
facilitated the smooth running of the library. There are, however, some
disgruntled elements who are bent on frustrating our efforts to curb all these
irregularities.

Before I conclude I would like to express my gratitude to Mr.. Priestley
for the efforts he has made in the past to improve the Chemistry section.
Special thanks also go to Mrs. Awori who has voluntarily given us maximum
co-operation in streamlining the services of the library. I would also like to
convey my thanks to the junior librarians especially Murage, Baganda, Mukulu,
Mioheni and Kang'ata to mention just a few. They have been working through-
out the year with devotion, dedication and enthusiasm, and for this they
deserve a big pat on their backs. Without their help we would not have been.
able to process the large number of books which have been arriving in the
library recently. At this juncture I would also like to extend my thanks to
Mr. Mwangi and Kamande, my deputy, who have worked closely with me to
implement the policy of 'one student one book.'

Lastly, I would like to appeal to every member of the school to observe
the regulations and adhere to them so that we can gear our library to greater
heights and make it a shining example to other schools and even public libraries.

Mbuu P. T., Chief Librarian.

THE SCHOOL BAND

In a very real sense, this has been a bitter-sweet year for the School Band.
One of the highlights of the year Dame during the first term, when the

Band took part in a concert at Limuru Girls School. On the whole, the term
began well and ended well. The Band had lost some of its most experienced
players at the end of the previous year. However, the few who remained
in the Band did a good job under the able guidance of Miss Smith.

The second term was marred by the abrupt departure of Miss Smith.

The Band, and indeed the entire musical community of Nairobi School,
were then busy preparing for the Kenya Music Festival and, for a time, it
seemed as though the Band would collapse. However, F. K. Muchiri and W.

K. Njoroge, the oldest surviving members of the Band saved the day by
taking over where Miss Smith had left off, and guiding the members of the
Band on basic but vital things like dynamics and balance. The result of their
work, and the appreciative response on the part of the other members of

the Band, found expression in the brilliant performance of the Band at the
Festival - we trounced Starehe in our category and collected the coveted
Kenworthy Cup and the John White Memorial Trophy.

Thanks are due in abundance to the Headmaster, Mr Kibe, and to Miss
Kidula for their encouragement and support. To the members of the famous
Nairobi School Band, I say, if music be the food of life, play on!

P. Odhiambo.

INTER-HOUSE MUSIC FESTIVAL, 1980
Winners	 KIRINYAGA HOUSE (Soloist: P. Isigi, 4M)

Runners-up
	

SERENGETI HOUSE (Soloist: A. Malla, 682)

KENYA MUSIC FESTIVAL AWARDS (1980)
Category
	 Participant

	
Award & Position

School Orchestras
and Bands
	 Nairobi School Band

	
Certificate (1st)

Brass Instruments
Solo : over 18
	

F. K. Muchiri
	 Certificate (1st)

Brass Instruments
	 Certificate (1st)

Solo : under 18

Folk Song Solo : under 18

Brass Instrument
Solo : under 18

Public Speaking:
Forms IV—XI

W. K. Njoroge

P. Isigi
	

2nd Position

P. Odhiambo
	 5th Position

P. Odhiambo
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THE DRAMA FESTIVAL

With the Compliments of

High standards of drama were set by two very successful school plays;
"Things Fall Apart" which was dramatized by a student and "Betrayal In The
City". In the wake of these two major productions came the festivals in which
high degrees of originality in dramatic texts, techniques, good acting, superb
use of music and lights and intelligent use of the stage were seen. The
standards set were an all time high.

The "Best Play" was won by Tana. Their play, which was written and
produced by Ndiba, was a moving story of the tribulations of a parking boy and
his friends. Mureithi won the best actor's award. All of Tana's actors, who
were truly superb and uninhibited, deserve credit. This play later represented
the school in the National Competition and proved very popular even at the
national level.

11 Second was Kirinyaga's play, "Trodden Pavement Flowers", which was
written by Shahbail and produced by Ndegwa P.K. and the playwright. This play,
which centered on Steve Biko's tragic death, was a moving tribute to a man who
defied an oppressive system and became his struggle's martyr. It won the
trophy for the Best Original Play.

All the other plays reflected the students' general awareness of their
surroundings and the predicaments of life's situations . Athi's play, which was
written and produced by Magana, centered on the demagogic nature of military
coups in Africa. The lesson of Idi Amin wasn't forgotten yet! Kiragu of Athi
won the trophy for the best supporting actor for his role as a bodyguard!
Baringo's play, written and produced by Miring'u, reflected the problems of
political campaigns. Mkuu and Cox were such marvellous actors that they
really deserved icredit for their artistry. Serengeti's play, which was written
by Adoyo and produced by Kinuthia, showed the tempations that befall students.
Kinuthia acted so well as a father that people began to wonder — is it experience?
Marsabit's play by Kamotho reflected that life is not all seriousness so he
produced a detective comedy. Jean Odhiambo of Elgon also produced a
Moliere type of satire on the medical profession featuring Muchiri as a doctor
whose practice left a lot to be desired!

The role of drama has always been underrated in school. Drama serves
to make a student more observant, more aware and more sensitive to issues
which concern him, thus it should be encouraged right at First Form level if
possible. The festival calls on originality and imagination in producing a play
and acting it. I feel this role should not be the exclusive preserve of Fifth
Formers — more juniors should be encouraged. Though many are not aware
of it, G. W. Kamau of Naivasha House wrote the play for his house. This is
the first time a Second Former has ever written a play and had it produced
in this school. This is a splendid effort and I appeal to all juniors to try their

luck.

AURORA BAKING
COMPANY (1975)

LIMITED
BAKERS & CONFECTIONERS

P.0, Box 13058	
TEL. 28162

NAIROBI, KENYA
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Last but not least, the efforts of Mr. Nyutho and Mr. Kanyi 4eserve
appreciation for their contribution to drama and it is our hope that even more
members of staff will try to encourage a greater appreciation of drama, Who
knows — a Wole Soyinka may lie here in this school waiting to discover his
talents!  

NYOTA SERVICE STATION LTD.
Suleiman Shahball, 6A

P.O. Box 14684
	 NAIROBI

	 TELEPHONE 745656

INTER-ROUSE DRAMA FESTIVAL : 1979

Best Play: "Cursed Money" by P. Ndiba (Tana)

Best Original Play: "Trodden Pavement Flowers"

by S. S. Shahball (KirinYaga)

Best Producer: B. Kinuthia (Serengeti)

Best Actor: M. N. Muriithi (Tana)

Best Supporting Actor: J. Kiragu (Athi)

WESTLANDS SHOPPING CENTRE

FOR

MINOR REPAIRS AND SERVICING

pgEmmmartaa,	      vamtozzinmmucszmumniammul       

COMPLIMENTS FROM

DO IT YOURSELF LTD,
WESTLANDS SHOPPING CENTRE

SUPPLIES OF SOFT HARDWARE AND

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

THE BEST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY

SHOP AT:

HOUSEWIVES DELIGHT LTD.
For daily Fresh Vegetables, Eggs and Fruits

WESTLANDS SHOPPING CENTRE

P.O. Box 14348
	

NAIROBI
	

TEL. 746429	
P.O. Box 14107
	 TEL. 746284

P.	 _AA	 r • T
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SPORTS REVIEW§	 1. .1! p,	 ,, 4014y 1 11::5:9	 .....

FOR

ALL YOUR

SPORTING REQUIREMENTS

NAIROBI SPORTS HOUSE

MOI AVENUE

NAIROBI

:$416:00 ,	 .	 , .1111,1Pg

Suppliers of Hardware and

Building Materials

ALIBHAI SHARIFF Z SONS LTD.

...

P,O. Box 40382
	

Telephone: 20121

NAIROBI
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ELECTROWORKS LIMITED

ELECTRICAL. ENGINEERS AND

DIRECT IMPORTERS
THE RUGBY TEAM
Standing: Kariuki C.K., Mwongo, Kariuki Litaba Jnr., Ludenyi, Gatuguta, Karanja, Mucai,
Chege.
Sitting: Mwaura, Magana, Aliker, Muna, Oduor (Capt.), Abwao,Githugu, Litaba Snr.

MUINDI MBINGU STREET

KINGSWAY MANSION

CORNER UNIVERSITY WAY

NAIROBI

KENYA

D. BOX 43784	 TELEPHONE 24158
Of	 27201
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THE SOCCER TEAM
Standing: Ibukun, Sanna, Aswani, Mahasi, Otiende, Kihara, Opiyo, Kadasia

Kneeling: Sewe, Nyanjom, Githugu, Ramogo S., Meena, Wamiya, Mugi.
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SPORTS STARS WE WILL MISS

Peter Ndiba (Baringo)
His gigantic strides printed his name indelibly on the
list of Nairobi School's classy array of trackmasters.
Captained Cross-Country and Athletics with rare stamina
and determination.

BASKETBALL TEAM
Standing: Kinyanjui, Mweu, Ochieng, Kibare, Olukhoya.
Sitting: Josiah, Mbati, Omar (Capt.), Macua, Okeo.

Tim Githugu (Serengeti)
A man for all seasons. Awarded colours for hockey,
rugby and soccer. Tim will be most remembered for his
skilful dribbling in hockey (which he captained), and
his glowing role as an uncompromising full-back in soccer.

7r. Martin Aliker, Jnr. (Marsabit)
An agile player, Martin made a name for himself as a

converter who seldom missed. Brought down opponents
with a severity bordering on the savage.

[HE CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
Standing: IVgok, Kanyago, Wanjohi, Musyoka, Andiva, Machuka, Kamau.
Seated: Ntambi, Ndiba, Mr. Kibinu, Kiprono, Tonui.
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Paul Abwao (Serengeti)
A keen rugby-player whose brilliant team-play and
adroit passing techniques impressed many. A reputable
swimmer.

John Muna (Kirinyaga)
Most remembered as the vigilant guardian of the star-
spangled hockey team.

Isaac Litaba (Baringo)
The mean-faced pillar of the scrum. Rarely did his
religious principles of love and tolerance find expression
in the numerous matches in which he took part. A talen-
ted athlete.

Frank Mwaura "Nyang' " (Serengeti)
Remained an indispensable member of the 1st XV
throughout the two years he played in it. His records
in swimming earned him the name "Nyang' " — Crocodile.

Frank Yieke (Baringo)
The massive eighth-man added extra strength to the
scrum of the rugger pack. Frank also made a name for
himself in Athletics as a sprinter and discus thrower
of astonishing abilities.

"Richie" Kariuki (Elgon)
The tackler who instilled fear into the hearts of opponent
players. Long will his adept manner of breaking through
the defences of opposing teams be remembered.

Omar Basabra (Elgon)
The Basketball Don. Omar trained many talented young-
sters to excellence in the single game he loved. His
role in the resuscitation of the basketball team is colossal.

We will remember, and ever strive to emulate, these illustrous members of
our society.

P.O.A.
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ATHLETICS

Steve Ramogo (Serengeti)
Fearless bulldozer in rugby; broke through the defences
of opposing sides with incredible ferocity. As a striker
in soccer (which he captained), he terrorized the goal-
keepers of opposing teams with his tornado shots.

Ken Oduor (Serengeti)
Better-known as "Adups". Vicious, tough-tackling rugby
chief, his keenness earned him the coveted School Rugby
Colours. Richly does he deserve the lion's share of merit
for a superb rugger season.

Geof Owino (Athi)
"Magnum", The haughty sportsman-cum-intellectual, will
be remembered most for his headbutts and merciless
tackles, which his victims would rather forget.

Tim Kyalo (Baringo)
Accomplished doyen of the Swimming Pool and athlete
of no mean abilities. Awarded Swimming colours twice,
as well as athletics colours. Held the School record in
the fiery 100 m. dash.

The 1980 Athletics season was what most people termed 'action packed'.
The matches we took part in were full of thrills. In almost all the meets we
overwhelmed our opponents making them realise that running was not just a
matter of going to the track and shuffling your legs to create motion but
co-ordination of sinew to provide uttermost velocity.

Our first athletics battle took place here on our track. It wes against
Dagoretti High School, who earlier were a force to reckon with. With the
exception of shot putt and discus we dominated the day. It was a clear land-
slide victory for us, for we had 90 points and they had 77.

Next we met Pumwani Secondary School and Queen of Apostles on our
ground. This time we had formidable opponents who gave us a hectic time.
Queen of Apostles outshone us from the very beginning, shattering our prospects
for victory on that day. We dicided that we were not going to lose without
a fierce fight. We struggled on till we eventually gave way to defeat. We were
Ft narrow second to Queen of Apostles; Pumwani trailed behind.

Not long afterwards we went to Lenana for a triangular match between
Nairobi School, Lenana and Alliance Boys. This time we had another tough
group of athletes to contend with. Had Tanui not fallen while running the 110
metres hurdles we would have been the victors because Alliance beat us by
a very small margin. The hosts, Lenana. were a miserable lot when we left.
Finally we went to Jamhuri for the zone competition. We won all but 10,000
metres and 3,000 metres steeplechase. We stole the show this time. Almost
everybody in the team qualified for the inter-zonals.

Our sprinters this season were T. Kaloki (Vice-Captain), Endere Cox,
J. Mbinga, C. Shisanya, Omingo and Macharia, whose speeds would have left
cheetahs amazed. Middle distance runners include K, Kiprono, A.ndiva, Ntambi,
Tanui, Cheptile, Machuka and myself. Our lone distance runners were, K
Letting, Kamunge, Musyoka, Wanjau and Bomett. Field events were dominated
by Tanui who generally was the most active athlete this season. He took,
high jump, pole vault, triple jump, 110 metres hurdles and ran in the school
4 x 400 metres relay. Noteworthy in the field, as well, were Mungai, Kipkorlr,
Kamau, Mayenga, Gacheru and Keter.
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Records which crumbled this year were in the 4 x 400 m. relay which was
broken by the Elgon House team composed of Kaloki, Kitunda, Kamau and
Tanui. I equalled the 400 rn. fiat record and T. Kaloki equalled the 200 m.

record.

We were exceptionally happy this year to have ten new pairs of spikes
and new T-Shirts for the athletics team. It would require a critical eye not to

confuse us with the Kenya team. Above all, we were very lucky to have a
keen and dedicated master in Mr. Njoroge, whose unremitting determination
to have a wonderful Athletics season, brought us the success we enjoyed. I
make grateful acknowledgements and thanks to Mr. Muniu and Mr. Zacharia,
who greatly assisted the team in making victories out of our last matches. I
commend the team for its enthusiasm and the athletics discipline it displayed.

Ndiba P. M., Captain.
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RAMCO HARDWARE LIMITED
HARDWARE, SANITARYWARE & GENERAL MERCHANTS

STOCKIST OF TERRAIN P.V.C. PLUMBING SYSTEMS

Sheikh Karume Road
	 Telephone - 331654 - 23792

P.O. Box 41328. Nairobi
	 Telegrams "Ramco"

0.10,10101401010,11#010104000,144404000,14.000
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RUGBY FOOTBALL

It is with pride that I state that the school's motto "To the Uttermost"
has been implemented by the squad's performance this year. The school team
has risen from last year's mediocrity to an excellent standard of rugger , The
team started with an enthusiastic and adventurous attitude which made me
sure that our adversaries would have a hard season.

The season began when we encountered Alliance whose attempts at scoring
were frustrated by the kind of demanding game we gave them. Our front row
Mwongo, Magana and Ramogo were too good for them and we enjoyed full
possession. Abwao G.P., the Vice Captain, led the scrummaging and with backing
from Mwaura and Aliker we managed to defeat Alliance on their home ground
12-0. St. Mary's fell our next victims and all was in vain for them when the
likes of Magana tackled their three-quarters. The game settled on our side
and here is where the scrum half Mucai, T. Githugu, and Magana again harrassed
their three-quarters, burdening them by scoring a series of tries. Against
Lenana we played only one match, on their ground, which we lost very closely.
The R.V.A. side gave us a hard game away and we drew with them but they
managed to beat us on our home ground 12-9 due to an erratic performance
on our part.

The season's climax ocurred at Lenana's John Andrew's Memorial seven-a-
side festival. Here we demonstrated that the strength of seven Nairobi School
players could not be matched by any side in the country. Raposo gave us a
week's drilling and coaching before setting off for conquest, and on the material
date G.P. Abwao set the pace for the rest. His neat movements, coupled with
support from Ramogo, enabled him to out-manoeuvre three Lenana men, body
charge the remaining four and finalise a try with a swallow dive. Mwaura
followed suit with a speedy dummying technique and hard running. This was
enough to defeat Lenana. We then took on Alliance, a very tough side at
scrummaging. They began rather recklessly but P. Wahome, our youngest star,
seemingly adopting technique from his senior colleagues, saved the day *ith a
foxing dummy, hard running, a body charge and a dive for the try. Be was
later injured when he made his second try that put us through to the finals.

We met R.V.A. in the final round. At kick off, T. Githugu collected the
ball in one sweeping movement. A brisk run, a side step, another and another,
then out to Ramogo, more hard running and dive. H0000rray!! went the crowds
as we jogged back for another start, leaving T. Githugu to convert the points.
We continued playing and suddenly an American made a break, heading for a
try. Luckily, G.P. Abwao and K.P. Oduor were on guard. Abwao dived low
and K.B. high, bringing the man crunching to the ground, in a vain attempt to
bury an American on African soil. When the final whistle blew at 6 — 4 to
us we knew we had won the trophy. This year's colours were awarded to
Abwao, Githugu, Mwaura, Ramogo, Magana, Mucai, Aliker, Ludenyi, Mwongo
and Aliker.
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Our thanks go to Mr. Kingangi, the rugby master, for organising and
equipping the team. We also extend our thanks to Mr. Raposo and Mr. Allen
for their coaching.

26 A-Side

RESULTS

K.P. Oduor, Captain

Old Cambrian Home Won 36 — 0

St, Mary's Home Won 19 — 6

St. Mary's Away Won 12 — 0

Alliance Away Drew 14 — 14

Rift Valley Academy Home Lost 9 — 12

Lenana Away Lost 6 — 11

Rift Valley Academy Away Drew 0 — 0

'i A-Side

Lenana Away Won 12 — 10

Alliance Away Won 20 — 3

St. Mary's Away Won 18 — 0

Upper Hill Away Won 20 — 4

R.V.A. Away Won 6 — 4

BASKETBALL

The first of our league matches was against Jamhuri High School. It
was a tough match and our best scorers were Kinyanjui and Kariko, who
jointly contributed half of our points. Unfortunately, we lost, but by a small
margin. The final score stood at 40 - 45.

Our next match was against Upper Hill. This was an exciting and fast-
moving game. Our best scorer here was Okello. Unfortunately, we again
lost this by the marginal difference of one point. In those last few seconds
when a basket made by one team evoked a conter-action from the opposition
who made theirs, the final decision was left to the time factor and we lost 45 - 46.

The next one was against the Queen of Apostles. This was a fantastic
match played by 'Patch, players. Our young stars, Okello and Mweu, left
the spectators thunderstuck by their skillful passing techniques and mag-
nificent shots. We won by 5 baskets. The final scores were 53 - 42.
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The next match was against Strathmore College. An interesting match
in which Guandai, our 'circus' star, stunned the specteitors with a few
'circus' tricks. We won narrowly, though, 58 - 56.

Our last match in the first round of the league was against St. Teresa's
Boys' school. This was a tough match in which we struggled to the last
minute with the former league champs. Unfortunately, we lost. Our best
scorers were Guandai and Kinyanjui. The eventual outcome of this match
was 32— 44.

We had, by official basketball standards, qualified for the quarter - finals.
We were to play this against International School of Kenya. Unfortunately,
they did not turn up and we had a walkover. We thus qualified for the semi -
finals which we played against Eastleigh Secondary School at Starehe courts.
This was the toughest match of all and we did what we could though we
did not fare well enough. The Eastleigh team was obviously stronger than
ours, and no wonder that they won the league. The final scores were 40 — 58.

Basabra, Captain.

SWIMMING

The inter-house triangular matches were spectacular this year owing to
the high standard of competition displayed by most of the participants. Baringo
won the triangular matches, thanks to their outstanding first and third formers.

No less magnificent was the School Swimming Gala, and thanks are due to
all the members of staff who ran the events so efficiently. Serengeti house went
on to win the gala. All their teams were enthusiastic and well-trained.

The success of this year's school swimming events is a reflection of the
encouragement and organising ability of Mr. Essaji, to whom we are all
extremely grateful. Apart from the triangular matches and the gala, Mr.
Essaji also successfully organised the marathon swim.

Notable swimmers were Mwaura (V. Captain), Cox Endere, Anyonge, Boit,
Karuga, Sosovicaka, Kamande (Jnr.) and Opiyo.

School colours were awarded to Cox, Anyonge, Boit, Kamp. and Sosovicska.
Mwaura and myself received colours for the second time. Last but by no means
least, I would like to thank my Vice-Captain, Mwaura F., for the help ne
rendered me all along.

T. K. Kaloki, Swimming Captain.
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HOCKEY

Mr. S. S. Rihal (Seniors)
Mr. 7. R. Murungi (juniors)
T. Githugu
L. Epetet

This season was generally a successful one. Despite the lack of matches
for teams other than the first and junior team, such that 2nd XI and senior
colts were inactive, playing only one game each the whole season, there was
a lot of spirit in the team and from the supporters, particularly towards the
end of the season. The junior team played very well to reach the final of the
Inter-schools Junior League, winning four and losing one. However, they
succumbed at the last hurdle to a team which was much heftier and more
experienced, and belied the term "Junior" league. Omino, as captain, was a
pillar of strength both in attack and defence, and was ably assisted in the
former by Ndaba and Matheka.

At the beginning of the season, the school didn't have much confidence in
the first team as there were only two "old" players in the side, the rest being
as yet untried in the big league. However, these fears were allayed in the
first game against Aga Khan, which we won by 4 goals to nil. Then followed
a 2-0 victory over Saints and a close 1-0 victory over Lenana in a friendly
match. However, we bowed out of the league title chase when Lenana beat
us 1-0 at home. After this, there was a resting period of 2 weeks before the
start of the knockout, and this time was used for serious practice in order to
develop more initiative in the team and to create imagination in attack. There
was a marked difference in attitude and more determination was shown by the
team, as our removal from the league was indeed a bitter pill to swallow.
However, we got off to a slow start in the knockouts, beating Upper Hill 1-0.
Thanks to our coach, Mr. Rihal, we had two practices with the Kenya team who
were in residential training under his captaincy and this paid great dividends
as in the next two friendly matches we steamrollered Jamhuri 3-1 (then co-
holders of the league cup) and Upper Hill 4-0. In these matches, a great
discovery was made in the form of the Kihara-Kadasia partnership on the
right wing. Their wall-passes from deep inside our territory up to the opponents
goalmouth, causing the opponents' defence much embarrassment, were a joy to
behold and many will remember those two for the entertainment they gave
to the spectators, especially from Nairobi School. We met Technical High
in the knockout quarter-finals and beat them 3-1, and then overcame Saint
Mary's in the semis by 2 goals to 1. In the final, we met Jamhuri and beat
them 2-1 in extra time, after being a goal down, thus lifting the Mushtaq
Knockout Trophy. In our last match, we lost the provincial play-off to Lenana,
the disastrous result being mainly due to overconfidence and subsequent
complacency.

The standard of hockey was not as high as it had been in previous years
and will probably decline due to lack of competition between schools in the
junior teams. However, with the introduction of the basic skills competition

which will become more demanding with time, this trend should change. In
the second term, we had the opportunity to see the world champions, Pakistan,
play a number of test matches against Kenya and I hope the visits will prove
helpful to next year's teams. A word of advice to future tat XI's is that the
best team in the province is the one that represents the province in the national
championships, and this should be the ultimate goal.

I wish to thank Messrs. Rihal and Murungi for coaching the junior and
senior teams, and to the 2nd XI who were always there to give the first team
opposition. Also, thanks go to senior prefects Magana and Oduor who controlled
spectators and imbued them with school spirit, conducive to vigorous cheering,
to "rescue team', members and, last but not least, to the vice-captain, Epetet,
for his help in organising Inter-house competitions.

May I wish the best of luck to next year's team and captain.

Colours were awarded to Epetet, Muna, Boit, Ommasaba, Tailor, Josiah

and Wahome.

T. Githugu, Captain.

• • •

SOCCER

The 1979 soccer season was almost an unqualified success for Patch
United Football Club. Looking at the composition of the team, this comes as
no surprise. The goalkeeping position was covered admirably by Anthony

Ndetto, Mahasi and P.V. Odhiambo. In the backline were the dominating Sewe,
the uncompromising captain, Elijah Ramogo, the calming influence of Tony
Akich, the intelligence of Tim Githugu. In the middle of the park were the
accurate play-maker, Suleiman, the dynamo, Rama Itambo, and Steve Ramogo,
this year's captain, who dominated the left side of midfield with ample skill.
The left wing had fleet-of-foot Tony Aglni. The striking spearhead was
composed of the ball-player of the side, Joe Samna, and the dangerous Eddy
Wanda. The right wing had the piercing Dave "Chi" Muyundo, a fearless man.
Kadasia and Kihara completed the squad talent which has this year broken

through with a vengeance. To find a more determined side, memory must

stretch back to 1978, when many of us were just knee-high to a grasshopper.

Just have a look at these results:

Nairobi School 2 Guru Nanak 2 Drew

11 Abbey High 0 Won

PP 3 Arya 1 Won

1 Highway 2 Lost
PP

Pt 5 Ofafa Jericho 4 Won

PP 3 Starehe 3 Drew

PP 5 Lenana 1 Won

IP PO 2 Ingwle 0 Won

PP PP 2 Agricultural 4 Lost

PP PP 1 Agricultural 3 Lost

Master-in-charge :

Captain
Vine-captain
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Thus this year sees five victories in six Matches, already as many 'wins as
the whole of last year. New players in the squad this year are at right-back
the powerful Osewe and the central defender, Joe Nyanjom, who has recently
added a new dimension to his play. Opiyo has stepped into Akich's boots and
has done this with maximum self-confidence in himself, not shirking his
considerable responsibilities in a most sensitive soccer position. Opiyo is one
of our players who has peaked at just the right time, making this year's team
as a unit very impressive. Wamiya is this year's right-winger, oozing with
flair and control. Mudasia in the centre is the master of set piece movements,
forming a formidable partnership with Ibukun, our latest star. Joe Kihara is
proving unstoppable, and Aswan' is already being dubbed "the young Sanna".
On the left is the solid professional, Stanley Meena, who has inherited Tony
Agini's fleet-footedness plus a lot of skill on top. Tim Githugu is still around,
our ever-dependable full back, this year better than ever. Right midfield is
Senna, maturing fast into possibly the best soccer player this school will see
this decade. Left-midfield is Steve Ramogo — what more can be said about
him? Has been a regular sir.ce 1977 and last year captained the most successful
post World War Two house team. Mahasi looks like making the goalkeeping
position his for years to come yet. Standing in the wings are P. V. Odhiambo
and Mugi. With that glut of talent in one side, no wonder this year's side is
going great guns and looking more and more after each game like becoming
a great side.

This report would be incomplete without a word of thanks and appreciation
to the Master-in-Charge, Mr. Kinuthia, whose half-time inspiration keeps the
team going at full speed, and to Mr. Obwol, who has helped out with the thank-
less task of refereeing. Best of luck to the side in their quest for league glory! !

Steve Ramogo, Captain.

The last four matches were friendlies, and the last three are not reflective
of the side. The thrashing of Lenana came about on our Golden Jubilee day —
what better day to underline your thorough superiority over your arch-rivals?
On the day, the side in general was a revelation, Sanna particularly outstanding.
Lenana's victory over us the year previously only served them as a snare and
an illusion, and incentive to give the scoreline the lopsided quality it deserved.
Having been narrowly edged out of the league race by one point, this victory
was the crowning achievement of the side. Let it be reiterated that teamwork
was proved on this day to be the mainstay of any successful team.

1980 has thrown up a seemingly better side, and looking at last year's
achievements, who would have thought that possible? At the time of writing
the team is unbeaten in the league, and here are the results so far:

Nairobi School	 2	 Queen of Apostles 1	 Won
ft	 2	 Parklands	 1	 Won

5	 Strathmore	 0	 Won
l I	 IP	 4	 Langata	 1	 Won

Earlier in the year, in Term One, two experimental sides were formed for friend-
lies, with mixed results:

Nairobi School	 2	 Meterological 0	 Won
v f	 Il	 1	 St. Patrick's	 4	 Lost

CROSS-COUNTRY

Excitement this year, for cross-country enthusiasts, started when our
Senior 'A' and 'B' relay teams went to Alliance Boys. There our boys exploited
their talents to the fullest. Our team 'A' ran indefatigably to nab second
position out of nine teams. Our 'B' came in sixth. Star attractions in the race
included Tanui, Letting, Mutwiwa and Andiva. Kiprono, the last 'A' team runner,
stole the show by galloping hard to keep up with that antelope, Kipsang, from
Alliance. Unfortunately for Kiprono and for 'Patch', the Alliance runner
convincingly clinched the first position.

Then we had those long striding Kalenjins from Iten pay us a courtesy

call. It was, if I can remember, on that day that we experienced one of our

worst disasters as far as cross-country was concerned. The sun on that day
was in favour of the visiting team; it was as scorching as that found in the
Rift Valley. The visitors gave us absolutely no chance. Number one to six was

from that place. Mutwiwa., in agony (as his bare feet had been roasted by the
tarmac), passed through the finish line seventh. Other visiting schools, Jamhuri
and Upper Hill, were nowhere near our runners. In other words we were
placed second on this occasion.

Finally, we found'•ourselves at Lenana for the Provincials. This occasion
to our dismay. coincided with the Fourth Form Swahili Exams. As a result,
we were deprived .of_our best runner, , Mutwiwa, and' a number ; .Of excellent

runners like Kttunda. and gamunge. The races began with the Women moving
at a remarkable pace. Boma won without any serious competition. Juniors,
not long after, were on their way, puffing and gasping as they struggled
to finish the gruelling six kilometres. We lost the cup we had won the
previous year. This was due Ito the fact that our runners, like Kiprono got
lost on the way due to poor marking. All the same, Kiprono thunderously
swept past the finish line seventh out of a hundred runners. Junior runners
like Kiilu, Mwangi D., Wanjau,..1!reri rand 'Njiru witnessed that we had poten-
tial future runners. In this race we were third out of seven teams. The
major race of the day was the senior one. Andiva, our silent runner, came
seventh and was the only qualifier for the National, held at Nakuru. On this
great occasion, Letting, Musyoka, Wanjohi, Mbogo and Ntambi made manifest
their ability to run outstandingly by winning themselves good positions. Un-
fortunately, we were beaten by Starehe and a few other teams.

Mr. Kibinu, the Cross-country master, is to receive maximum thanks for
his dedicated assistance to the team. Our headmaster, Mr. Kibe, is to be
given special thanks for backing us where necessary. Transport to the few
places we were invited to was well provided, so we thank our drivers, Niaboth
and Njuguna, for their work well done. Above all, I thank the team for its
co-operation in making our season a memorable one.

P. M. Ndiba, Captain
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TENNIS

We last won the Inter-Schools Cup in 1977 and didn't enter a team in
1978 but in 1979 we had a team that was captained by Chaudry and had
Shahball, Ngugi, Boit, Kamau J. K. and Ojany in its ranks. Unfortunately, this
team was more seen than felt!

In October 1979 we sent a large team to play in the Rift Valley Junior
Championship. Shahball made it to the semi's in the Boys singles 'A' and
Doubles 'A'. Deserving credit was Psenjen who reached the quarters in wilat
was his first tournament. Ojany and Kamau J. K. survived a few rounds
before bowing out and Muhoya and Wanjohi showed themselves as gritty
competitors.

In the Parklands Tournament our players played well but lost early.
Shahball lost in the semi-flnala of the Doubles 'A' to the eventual champions
in a close 3-set game. In the •. Kenya Open the competition was too stiff for
all of us and only half of us advanced past the early rounds.

1980 started badly for us when we lost to St. Patrick's Iten in a close
match et home!

VANZA CRICKET
CLUB

We entered a team for the 1980 Inter-School Tournament and proved
ourselves quite a force but not good enough to win. The team, was Shahball,
Psenjen, Ojany, Kamau J. K., Muhoya, Ashif and Wanjohi.

In the same term we played Alliance twice and Strathmore College,
whom we defeated with ease. In June, Ojany, Kamau J. K., Muhoya, Ashif
and Wanjohi entered the Parklands Junior but met. with bad draws • and lost
rather early. At the moment Ashif 'and Ojany get school squad coaching and
this, it is hoped, will improve their future performance.

Tennis has obviously declined in Nairobi School. This school has bred
many of our top national players such as S. Rana (`68) James Ilako ('75),
P. and C. Ilako (077 & '78) and it would be a great pity if tennis were to
die in this school. It is my hope that our present junior players will continue
playing.

On behalf of all the tennis players I wish to thank Mr. Hillyard for his
great support. We appreciate all the coaching, the racquets, the balls, and
the time he has given us. Thanks for arranging matches, transport and entry
forms.

Last but not least I wish to express our appreciation to the Headmaster,
Mr. Kibe, for his financial support in entry fees and court maintenance.

One last question to our tennis players. Is Nairobi School going to produce
another champion? Think about it and train hard to achieve that end.

Suleiman Shahball, Captain.
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Clubs & Societies
SENIOR GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

Patron	 Mr. 7. M. Were

Chairman	 Hamdun M. S.

Vies-Chairman	 Karanja 7. M.
Secretary	 Miring'u 7. M.
Treasurer	 Mbinga 7. 0.

After having lain dormant for about two terms, the society was given a
new lease of life when elections were held in the second month of the year.
A committee was set up which, apart from the four elected officials, also
included two other members of the society, Abwao and Shisanya. We duly
registered with the Geographical Society of Kenya, but we have yet to receive
our receipt for the registration fee!

With the co-ordination of our very able patron, a trip to the Mwea Irriga-
tion Scheme in Embu was quickly organised. Before that trip, we got an
invitation to attend a lecture at the University, on the subject of the Environ-
ment and the role of Man in it. It was a very educative and enjoyable lecture,
with the presence of a few ladies from various schools gracing the occasion!
By now the members were getting very excited to be off to Mwea. The trip
took place a week before the end of term. There we visited the fields, saw
the way they are prepared, the actual planting and were also shown where
the Irrigation Scheme gets its water from. After lunch, we were shown around
the rice factory, after which we were given an opportunity to ask questions and
a hand-out was distributed which proved to be very helpful. The only problem
we incurred was the amount of dust! There was dust everywhere, in our
clothes, hair, eyes and even in our lunch-time sandwiches!

The Second Term began with the recruiting of form five students and the
term's activities commenced with another lecture at the University. After that,
with the help of the members, the committee got around to organising another
field trip. The Magadi Soda Works was decided upon, (students will recall the
near-disaster our predecessors had While travelling there in the School Bus.
Was it a coincidence that we travelled in the school lorry, affectionately known
as "Cool Breeze" for obvious reasons.) Before this trip, which was to prove
the most educative and eye-opening of all those undertaken, another invitation
from the Geographical Society of Kenya had come our way. This time the
lecture was being held at the Museum. The lecturer came very well-equipped
with slides and all. The topic was very relevant at that time, the problems at
the various dams on the River Tana. With the confirmation of the Magadi trip,
a record number of members and "Instant members" for the sole purpose of
the trip, gave their names in. Due to the limited space, there was no option
but to turn away some boys. Sorry lads! The Geographical Department not
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to be outdone showed up in full force, these being Mr. Ariithi, Mr. Rihal, Mr.
Mbeche and the patron, Mr. Were. Mr. Ariithi proved to be a very able photo-
grapher, while Mr. Mbeche, being exceptionally fluent in Kiswahili, made the
trip that much more educative, what with the guide being more at home when
conversing in the national language! Arriving there at 10.30 a.m., we were
conducted around the factory producing soda ash, atter which we visited the
salt pans, followed by the salt factory. We had our lunch at the workers'
swimming pool! Yes, Swimming Pool! The members of staff and Naboth
disappeared for lb hours, presumably for lunch! While at the pool, we bumped
Into an old boy who now works at Magadi. At 2 p.m. we were met at the office
by a very well-informed (and also very well fed!) gentleman who answered all
our questions concisely and promptly. He also gave us a hand-out, and after
that we drove 6 kms. into the lake, with the intention of visiting the dredger,
which actually did the mining of the mineral from the lake. Unfortunately,
it was out floating at the far end of the lake. We were consoled by having
photographs taken by Mr. Ariithi. We were back in Nairobi by 6.30 p.m. with
half the boys (and all the teachers?) soundly asleep, well-satisfied but
thoroughly exhausted.

Immediately after half-term, we were invited to attend a lecture at Nairobi
Girls, delivered by a prominent personality from Shell/BP. The lecture was
well attended by our mambers who out-shone everybody else with their in-depth
and brain-stimulating questions (having, I suspect, refreshed their minds in
the School Library on everything to do with oil!). That trip was to be the
last organised by the present office-bearers and the election fever is currently
raging through the society, with the aspiring form five students campaigning
right and left, regardless of the expenses involved or the time that the meetings
are held.

Finally, I wish to thank all those concerned in the organisation of this
year's trips and smooth running of the society. It is rather unfortunate that
I cannot mention all those involved, but special thanks go to the following:
the patron, Mr. Were, who has been so hard-working and co-operative in
organising our trips, Karam*, who so ably represented me in my absence,
Mbinga for looking after our finances so meticulously, all the house represent-
atives, the kitchen staff, the drivers, Naboth and Njuguna, for so willingly
transporting us around with the 'Uttermost' care, all members for being so
understanding and finally to the very dynamic and exceptionally hard-working
Secretary, Miring'u, without whom I wonder what we would have done. I
would also like to wish the new office-bearers good trips and good luck next
year.

Hamdun M. S., Chairman.

THE STAMP CLUB

Stamp collecting is a favourite hobby all over the world. It is not only
interesting to look at all the different pictures on the stamps but stamps can
give one a lot of geographical and historical knowledge. Many countries produce
stamps with historical monuments, sights and other significant features
displayed on them.

The idea of a stamp club was suggested by Mrs. Fulljames. It was intended
to be for the first form boys only but now anyone is allowed to come.

At the moment there are only about ten boys in the stamp club. What we
do at the stamp club is bring our stamps and show them to our friends. We
discuss stamps and how to keep stamps so as not to damage them. We have
a sort of 'pool' where you can buy and sell stamps. Mrs. Fulljames receives
stamps from friends in England who want to exchange for Kenyan stamps.
She displays them and a member can either buy them with cash or he can
value his doubles and gale thiean to the pool. He is then allowed to select
any stamp or stamps worth the amount of money that he has given to the pool
in the form of stamps.

Before each meeting every boy who comes has to pay a subscription of one
shilling. The money that is collected goes towards postage when we send
stamps to England and it also helps when a boy wants cash for his doubles.
Usually, before a meeting, there is a notice on the bulletin board in front of
the school saying when and where the stamp meeting will take place. If you
are a stamp collector or would like to start collecting stamps why don't you
come to the next meeting, but please don't forget your subscription of a shilling!

A Adatia, III.

CHAMA KIDOGO ORA. HISWAIHLI

Chairman
	 Prarskie Mkonu

Vice-Chairman
	

Ziki Mumba
Treasurer
	

Ole Olenja
Social Secretary
	

Morris Wanjau
Secretary
	

Peter Omutere
Patron
	

Mr. S. M. Kimani

Kama vile watu wengi wajuavyo chama hild kilianzishwa mwaka huu na
hakuna aliyediahamu ya kuwa kingeweza kunawiri ama kingetokomea karibuni.

Lengo la chama chenyewe ni kuwa na mijadala na dhamirio kubwa kujifunza

lugha. Kwa bahati nzuri tumeweza kuwa na maje.diliano na shule ya Loreto
High School an mjadala wenyewe ulikuwa MAHARI YAENDELEIC ICULIPWA.

Nafildria chama chenyewe ldtaweza kuwa na mijadala mingine mhula
ujao na pia siku zijazo ldtaweza kuendelezwa.

Frankie Mkonu, Kinara.
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ECONOMICS CLUB

Patron	 Mr. Ariithi
Chairman	 7. M. Miring'u
Vice-Chairman	 T. K. Kaloki
Secretary	 P. Amogola
Treasurer	 C. A. Shisanya

The Economics Club is one of the newest in the School — formed last
year in the third term. Between that time and this year, we have had a number
of functions, mostly industrial visits. We have also had the chance to attend
two or three talks by leading V.I.P.'s at Alliance High School. However, a club
in its infancy is always marred by problems.

Our first industrial visit was to Uplands Bacon Factory — Limuru, on
22nd October, 1979. To our amazement, Mr. B. M. Ng'alur• the, Production
Manager, is an old boy of the school and was pleased to take us round. He
dressed us in bright, white overalls and caps, making us look like a group of
vets! ! Human cruelty in the art of slaughter was witnessed with horror but
in due time, the preparation of sausages and bacon had over-shadowed that
feeling.

On 13th February we made a memorable visit to Cadbury Schweppes --
Nairobi. Their products are numerous: Pepsi Cola, Tarim, Viva, Cadbury
Chocolate, Bournvita, Cocoa, Ordinary Chocolates (varied) and a wide range
of Sweets. All these the members tested and I remember proposing to the
club board that we should purchase a number of toothbrushes! ! We stood at
the bottling line discussing and drinking, but we had to decline numerous
offers of "another-round" for time's sake. It was at this factory that we were
to receive the best hospitality ever. Thanks to the two gentlemen who took
us round and answered our unending questions.

Another very vivid visit was to K.B.L. — Baada ya kazi! ! Yes. I am
talking about Kenya Breweries Limited — watengenezaji wa Beer! ! Most
Mbiri voters will tell you why K.N. Matiba just had to be their man. A most
worthy visit with excellent hospitality and a beautiful and hard-working labour
force. Most workers looked' healthy and jovial, making some of us wish we
might be employed there after exams. After we had gone round seeing the
preparation, we settled into their conference room and had four rounds each
of Coca Cola! No beer is served to schoolboys! Outright discrimination!

Our lectures have included the Industry Minister, Hon. Dr. Munyua Waiyaki.
He talked to us about KenyaPs energy policy when he served as Energy Minister.
Man-to-man discussion took place which made some of us'appreciate problems
facing poor countries. Energy as you all know has become a very sensitive
issue. Mr. L. N. Ngugi, deputy chief economist in the Ministry of Economic
Planning and Community Affairs, talked about what is now a non-applicable
(N/A) Development Plan (1979/83). Mr. Macharia, Chairman of the Kenya
National Chamber of Commerce and Industry, came over here and talked to
us about the role of his organisation. It was a nice afternoon and he honoured
the club by awarding us his organisation's shield.
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Before concluding this report, I must mention one or two problems which
must be solved in future.

1. As many speakers as possible must be persuaded to come over here.
However, most top-job people either never reply or are too busy.

2. Talks are costly (upwards of Shs. 140) and members must be prepared
to foot the bill.

3. No money, no function. Its ironical that even "Economists" don't
appreciate "inflation! !"

I must register my wholehearted appreciation to the club Patron, Mr.
Ariithi, who in spite of being the only Economics teacher in the school until
very recently served the club without reservation or any signs of fatigue. He
was very co-operative in spite of his busy daily schedule. In the club committee,
Marwon Hamdun (U.6.A) was a dynamic and steady supporter who encouraged
me a lot. My secretary, Peter Amogola kept constant contact with the industrial
world, and Chris Shisanya saw to the excellent financial position of the club.
He tells me that the next committee will receive a small surplus: I doubt whether
there is any other club which can boast of that! ! To the next generation then,
I urge dynamism and devotion to the club and wish them all the best of tuck.

Mungai Miring'u, Chairman.

THE SENIOR THEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Miss Sarah Kabetu
I. A. Litaba
C. A. Shisanya
7. G. Kiguru
P, K. Ndegtva

The Senior Theological Society started off very well last year. The new
members of the Society were very enthusiastic and their eagerness to join the
Society was a sign of hope. Having revived the Society, we had some very
educative functions - especially on matters involving religion and practical
life in the world today.

Our first function at home was a lecture by the famous Professor Donders
of the University of Nairobi. It was on 'Christianity and War.' Later on, we
began to receive frequent invitations from Alliance High School and Limuru
Girls School.

In these functions, we had the opportunity to listen to some interesting
speakers, like Reverends Wanjau and Etemesi. The most controversial speaker
was Tony Jasper, a disc-jockey, who spoke on 'Jesus and Pop Culture'. We were
edified by what most of the speakers told us.

The Society is now in the hands of fifth-formers. We wish them success as
they continue running it. It's my sincere hope that they will give the patron
maximum co-operation.

I thank Miss Kabetu for her hard work in patronizing the Society. She has
been supporting this society with dedication. I wish her Sven as she continues
working with the new committee.

A. Litaba, Chairman.
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THE SCOUTS
The Scouts were started in 1978 with six inernbcrs but now there are

thirty two. There are four patrols: Longonot, Marsabit, Mt. Kenya and Mt.
Elgon, under their respective Patrol Leaders; S. K. Karanja, A. Batsinduka,
Macharia and S. Litaba. Fortunately for him, but unfortunately for us, the
founder of our troop, Mr. Gathirimu, was transferred from Nairobi School to
Scout Headquarters thus leaving us without a permanent Scoutmaster.

In the Scouts, we work hard to fulfil the Scout Law and Promise. In fur-
thering our knowledge of Scouting we have to pass a number of tests and
acquire badges, proceeding from Second Class to First Class Scout. So far
we have fifteen Second Class and three First Class Scouts. Some of the tests
require concentration and hard work. 2n the final stages you have to be able
to use a map and compass and be prepared to sleep out in the bush.

Scouting is basically an outdoor activity and we have participated in a
number of such activities. We have engaged ourselves in helping the handicap-
ped • of our country. We have provided Guards of Honour at Presidential
functions, and taken part in parades on public holidays. .We have also assisted
the Nairobi School nursery school at the workers quarters.

We have spent ten nights camping, most of these at Rowallan Camp, and
three of our Senior Scouts were chosen to accompany a group of Scottish
Scouts on an expedition to East Africa in August and September of this year.

We hope to make the Nairobi School Scout Troop muck better recognised
and of greater importance to the community. We thank all those who have
given us support, especially the Headmaster and members of staff. As we
proceed, we scouts shall hold hands to support our beloved nation, Kenya.

S. K. Karanja, Patrol Leader.

CHRISTIAN UNION
Patron	 :	 Mr. S. N. Nimoge
Chairman	 : R. Mwongo
Secretary	 :	 T. Otunga
Treasurer	 :	 G. Bomett

I greet you in the name of the Lord, Our Mediator and Advocate.
In the past year the attendance at Christian Union functions has improved

considerably, but there is room for everybody in the school.
The Crusaders have had several interesting functions which have ensured

high attendance. At the Christian Union functions the attendance has been
higher• and our aim of having closer relationship with God and also making
others know him has been readily achieved. The themes for the past season —
togetherness, true discipleship and spirit-filled Christianity have touched many
people.

The Christian Union Choir has risen to a high standard and they were
finalists in the annual Youth for Christ competition. This shows the great
work God has done for us for in whatever we do; we knew it is God's will,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Christian Union Patron,
Mr. S. N. Njoroge, for his co-operation and hard work to ensure the stability
of the Christian Union in all ways. Also the former committee, Litaba
(Chairman), Mbira (Secretary), Mbugua (Librarian), Muillu and Kibet
(Crusaders) for the work they have done for God. Lastly, we would like to
wish the committee great success and God's blessing.

Last but not Ieast we would like to thank Jeff Lyford, Joe A dovo and
Mr. R. K. Njoroge for taking Bible Studies which have generally improved.

J. M. W, Nzano
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WILDLIFE CLUB

Senior Wildlife Club Junior Wildlife Club
Patron : Mr. R.G. Obwol-Ocwet Patron : Mr. P. 7. 7ohnston
Chairman : P. Ndombi Chairman : G. T. Muiyuro
Secretary : M. Miring'u Secretary : E. 7. N. Kimani
Treasurer : MiTtoaruchht Treasurer : 7. Mahero

Organising
Secretary : 7. E. Maim

When the new committee assumed office, debates were the most popular
pre-occupation. A fashion had been set that debating partners were to be
Limuru Girls and Loreto Convent, Limuru. For the whole of the third term last
year and the first term this year, debates were between these 'close friends'
such that, the serious boys who were the main benefactors of such sessions,
soon got bored; they wanted a change of scene. The fourth formers complained
that they not only had to debate and socialise with sixth form girls, but the
seniors were not taking debates seriously. So a split was inevitable.

The split was to bring about the Junior Wildlife Club, whose officials
and patron I have named . Mr. Johnston would only become patron of a
serious club whose main interests would lie in projects and field trips. As
such, I organised boys in Naivasha who recruited first and second formers as
its members. Today, they not only have a project in full swing, but Mr. Johnston
is taking them Damping somewhere near Tsavo: a field trip as well as a working
trip. Hard work is shown by these small boys in whom Mr. Johnston is well
pleased.

Mr. Obwol, on the other hand, after unsuccessful attempts to take the
seniors to either Tsavo East National Park or Meese! Mara, is taking them to
Nakuru National Park for three days at the end of the 2nd term. This trip
starts the day the school closes. Further, the club has been offered a chance
to attend a seminar during the holidays at the same place. The representative
is yet to be named as I send in this report.

Film shows, which have been lacking for quite some time, have also
started again. As I write we have now seen "Bloody Ivory" a most recent
film about Tsavo. Poaching is the main theme and as it is. the government is
working hard to wipe out a gang of rich men who are bent on ignoring the
voice of more than 1,000 registered wildlife clubs.

In conclusion, as our school experiences change in the Wildlife Club, I urge
our successors not to concentrate only on debates for as I have shown, there are
many other functions to look into: projects, trips, films, seminars, and other
activities. To both Junior and Senior Clubs, I wish good luck. May I thank
Mr. Obwol and Mr. Johnston for their hard work and co-operation.

Mungai Miring'u, Secretary
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JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

Patron

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Treasurer

Secretary

Social Secretary

Mr. I. M. Mbeche

Kamau Gathanga

I. D. Muriuki

Nyagah Gachoki

Duncan Okello

Steve Macharia

This year has been quite a successful one for the J.D.S. We started the year
by hosting a debate with Limuru Girls. Later in the first term we attended
debates at Kenya High, Loreto Convent Limuru and a return debate with
Limuru Girls, all of which were a great success. At the close of the term we
visited the Parliament Buildings where we had an enjoyable afternoon listening
to a debate. I must say that this trip has greatly improved our standard of
debating.

This term has also been quite successful. We hosted debates with Kenya
High, Alliance Girls and Limuru Girls respectively. We have also attended a
debate at Loreto Convent, Limuru, who could not make it here due to transport
problems. We had no debate with Nairobi Girls. This was because their letter
of invitation arrived during our half-term.

Members contributed enthusiastically to the motions but special mention
must go to some of our star speakers, like Steve Noballa for his outspokenness
and Jimmy Mbogori for his great oratorical power. Thuita Mwangi, a guest
speaker and former chairman of J.D.S., will be remembered for having convinced
the floor that "Kenya should have attended the Moscow Olympic Games" a
controversial motion which got the patron participating for once.

My thanks go to our Patron, Mr. Mbeche, without whom the club wouldn't
have been so successful. My thanks also go to the Head of Athi, Magana, for
kindly letting us use his Stereo System and the D.J.'s Munage Wa-Gakani and
P. V. Odhiambo who played the music, making the social scene a success.

The club has been one of the most active in the school and we look forward
to an even more successful third term.

Y.M.C.A.

The Nairobi School Y.M.C.A. Is a branch of the international body, it was
started in the 3rd Term, 1979, by a member of the Kenya Y.M.C.A., the chairman
of the Youth Committee, Mr. Kibinu, on joining Nairobi School teaching staff.
At the moment we have about 20 very active members.

The youth work in this school as in other schools and colleges is an
operation of Kenya Y.M.C.A., seeking to serve young people by encouraging
them to draw up programmes related to their interests, in keeping with the
Y.M.C.A. philosophy of developing body, mind and spirit. These are supplemented
by regular inter-club forums, national seminars and conferences, enabling the
members to cope with their emotional and social-economic problems, share
experiences through various activities, develop better understanding of life,
widen their horizons and outlook to become responsible citizens and build a
well-balanced personality.

The Y.M.C.A. aims at educating its members to assume personal respon-
sibility in society, to further mutual understanding and individual faith between
religious groups and to help people in need regardless of race, nationality,
religion, political belief or social position.

Nairobi School Y.M.C.A. is run by seven personalities under our patron
Mr. Kibinu. Wakhisi and Kitunda do the economic planning. Okaka and
Mahasi, our secretaries, keep us informed and Ruoro and Wethuta deal with
executive matters such as getting us the very best speakers through Central
Y.M.C.A., booking us transport at the Y.M.C.A. and getting us the best films
when we need them. As the chairman, it is my duty to see that everything is
run smoothly.

Y.M.C.A. membership is national and international. It entitles one to
participate in any Y.M.C.A. activity; excursions, discussions, lectures, forums,
seminars, conferences and sports.

Being the only branch in a school in Nairobi area we are forced to travel
long distances for discussions. I would like to thank our patron for his
efficiency in seeing that we miss no discussion due to transport problems. I
would also like to thank members for their strong participation in the club.
On behalf of the outgoing members of Nairobi School Y.M.C.A. I ask the
the incoming administrators to continue raising the Y.M.C.A. flag higher until
they can raise it no more. I wish the club and the members happiness and
prosperity.

T. Klnyajui, Chairman.

Kamau Gathanga, Chairman.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

Patron	 Mr. S. M. Thuita
Chairman	 Gachoki
Secretary	 Mukulu
Treasurer	 Gathanga

In the past session the society has improved in numerous ways.

First of all the number of members has risen from twenty-three last year
to thirty-one. The functions accomplished since last year were four trips, to
Kenya Co-operative Creameries, to the Limuru Boys Centre and to two shows in
Nairobi and Nakuru which were attended by most of the members. These have
helped the members to understand Agriculture better in its many sectors.

The main function of the farm has for the past season improved gradually
with a total income of about one hundred shillings from kale and carrots.
Bananas have also been continually sold to the school members. I would also
like to request staff members, if they would like to buy them, to contact club
officials. The total income is quite high since one bunch is sold for thirty
shillings and at least four are sold per term. The development of the society
has made it financially stable, such that nowadays labour is employed.

Another essential source of money are the films the society hires. These
functions are also aimed at getting many students from other schools together.
In the first term last year the society hired a film which was attended by three
schools — Alliance Girls, Nairobi Girls and Mary Leakey. This film raised a
lot of money.

From its income the society gives money to Chapel funds every year. I
would take this opportunity to appeal to other clubs and societies to follow this
example, especially in this Year of the Disabled. We should try to raise more
money than before.

MURUTA INDUSTRIES
WHOLESALE GROCERS

MARKET STREET
NAIROBI

THE SIXTH FORM SOCIETY

Patron	 Mr. Omondi Mitula
Chairman	 G. H. 0 Magana
Secretary	 S. A. Ramogo
Vice-Ohairman	 P. M. Ndiba
Treasurer	 P. T. R. Ndombi
Sergeant-at-arms	 K. P. Oduor
Social Secretary	 K. B. M. Kamande

3. K. W. Nano

P.O. Box 46206

TE. 21865

21829

M.4*.kirik;

Under the above committee, the Sixth Form Society has had several
functions including debates with Limuru Girls, popularly termed "Chox",
Limuru Loreto and Kenya High, a disco at Tumutumu and a theological talk
at "Choi". I will eschew the obfuscation of lengthy discourses aiming to
impress upon people the fact that the functions were enjoyable and much of

e ...Awe, ow.ve,	 a...,
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Intelligence was said during debates, the 'patcharian' repartee being as always,
stimulating. I shall instead summarize the character of the society during

the above committee's tenure of office.

Art the helm was the self-styled 'Don Geoff" Itilagana who showed himself

to be very capable with an ineffable charisma and a unique way of conducting

debates. His humorous asides leavened any scrap of tedium in the debates,

The star debater, he of the skillful rhetoric, was P. K. Ndegwa, "Scorcher",
as he is affectionately known. Ha added spice to already good points, remarkable
in their originality, with criticisms, and if anybody felt stung by his no-non-
sense attacks on opposing "points", the intrinsic humour with which the attack
was launched saved him from many a: boy's or girl's wrath.

The sergeant-at-arms, K. P. Oduor, hardly had any trouble to contend
with. The obvious inference here, of course, is that people realize Rugby
captains don't come very soft!! "Kay-Bee" also had sterling points to make
during debates, the combination in this case being very much brain and brawn.

Ken Kamande took care of the social side of the society. There could be

not better man for the job, Ken knowing very much his way around, thank you.

With smooth efficiency, K , B. M. did what was expected of him, with minimum

fuss.

There were a few people who were elected honorary members of the
committee, and had a large say in directing the affairs of the society, Joe
Nyanjom was such a one, whose "connections", proved an invaluable asset.
Tim Githugu lent colour to many functions exporting his Rugby exhibitionism
extraordinary wherever he was. Other colourful personalities were the arche-
type "Perso", Jeff Omido, and expert debaters lVfiring'u and Paul Abwao.

This report would he incomplete without a vote of thanks to the patron,
Mr, Omondi-Mitula, always encouraging the members to debate, in an atmosphere

conductive to intelligent debate.

Finally, I would like to exhort the incumbents to debate with the truth,
and not he afraid for their lives. Great spirits have always found violent

opposition from mediocrities. The latter cannotunders tand it when a man

does not thoughtlessly submit to hereditary prejudices, but honestly and
courageously uses his intelligence and fulfils his duty to express the results of
his thought in clear form. Good luck and do your duties Well.

Steve Ramogo, Secretary

THE PRESS CLUB

Mr. C, Mwagiru
P. Opiyo
7. Gatuguta
7. E. K. Ngata
M. Ochieng'
P. Odhiambo
P. V. Odhiambo.

The beginning of the second term saw the appointment of a new com-
mittee for the Press Club featuring the newly arrived Fifth-formers.

The aim of the club is through our magazine, the 'Patch Despatch', to
spread news and bring to light tissues of profound interest to the boys of
the school. This is achieved through articles on sports, school functions,
current affairs and so on. This leads to the establishment of a mode of
communication between the boys of the school and the school administration
in general.

However, due' to technicalities beyond our control, the printing of the
'Despatch' has been hindered greatly. This was largely due to the printing
room being used to print the school exams which were prevalent this terra.
Next term we plan to produce more issues than we have done this term.
The popularity of the one produced this term is shown by the great demand,
which resulted in all two hundred copies being sold out.

Lastly, I would like to thank all those who participated and sacrificed
their time for the club, the Headmaster for allowing us to use the printing
room, and for providing paper and ink, and especially our patron, C. Mwagiru,
for giving us his backing.

YOUNG FARMERS CLUB
	 J. Gatuguta, Secretary.

Patron	 :	 Mr. Muia
Chairman :	 D. N. Chege
Secretary e . V. N. Mwindi

1980 has been yet another sucCessful year for the Young Farmers Club.
The Club can now boast of owning a banana plantation, which is capable of
supplying bananas to school dining halls.

The 1980 committee is comprised of young, eager and competent aspiring
farmers. We planted cabbages and carrots in the first term. These did not
do so well due to lack of rains. We also had a debate with Loreto Convent
Limuru, and there was a lot of mature participation from our side.

In the second term, we attended the Nakuru Show where members had
a good time. We are hoping to attend the Nairobi Show next term. This
report would be incomplete without the mention of the patron, Mr. Muia, who
has helped us a lot in our Club activities.

Last but not least, I would like to thank my committee, who made my
work as Chairman easier. These are W. K. Njoroge as treasurer, Mwindi
as secretary and Kere, the Vice-Chairman.

I wish the next Chairman , the best of luck in his future endeavours.

D. N. Chege, Chairman.
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Patron
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor-in-chief
Current Affairs Editor
Sports Editor
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Monks Laboratory
Division of E.T. Monks & Co. Ltd:'

Kijabe St., Box 30069, Nairobi, Kenya. Tel. 25556 Telex: 22718 "Monks" Cables . "Taurus"

Original Articles
DAWN IN AZANIA
The rooster crows victory from the North
And from the East the sun rises.
In the West the dew dries;
All around us it is morn;
The last remnant of night seeks refuge in the South.

Quick!
Arise and wash the dirt of yesterday
In the transient dew
For even now in the dark vaults of the mines,
Along the silent pathways,
Between the shadows of the shanties
And beyond,
I hear whispers, hopeful murmurs
Of a dawn over Soweto.

Yesternight, I sat on the moonlit bank
Of a gentle stream gurgling its way to
The distant falls.
Crimson rays did my vigil honour,
Heralds of glad tidings — of dawn.

Yesternight, I sat and dreamt
The stream turned torrent, great mountains of wave
Made thundering pilgrimage to the Falls
Sweeping all in their path
On their way to the distant Falls
Where still waters flow on,
Flow slowly on to the sea.

Dawn found me waked
To a land bathed in crimson and gold
The sun has risen in Soweto
And now sends bright rays over the stirring land
All covered in an ambience of gold.

Daylight; I see the still waters after the Falls
Where life grows anew on the river banks,
Trees whispering,
Children singing,
A new day is born!

And with tears in our eyes
And with dew on our feet
We'll sing anthems to the risen sun
We'll tell of freedom; we'll tell of hope
We'll tell of life anew; we'll tell of love
For behind us Azania has become
A night of yesterday.
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LEONARD MOORE LTD.

KIRINYAGA HOUSE CHOIR
Rack Row: Kimaru, Tonui, Otiende, Mbucho, Kihara, Magomere, Muchiri, Isigi.
Middle Row: Mr. Owol Ocwett, Itumo, Mahebo, Ayekha, Oliech, Kimari, Irungu, Mathenge,
Kiprotich, Wahome T. 	 Inyende.
Front Row: Olenja, Emodo, Waithanji, Ndirangu, Mwange, Mtuku,Wahome T.G., Mkonu,
Akala.

THE COMPLETE INTERIOR DESIGNERS, CABINET MAKERS AND
UPHOLSTERERS

SHOWROOMS: SHOW HOUSE, UHURU HIGHWA Y, NAIROBI
P. O. 'BOX 45186 — TELEPHONES: 555266 - 555486 - 558021

ADMINISTRATION STAFF
Standing: P. Tala, J. Luhuya, M. Mule, J. Osenje, S. Ragoi.
Sitting: J. Gathuri, I Mwangi, The Headmaster, W. Muthiani,S. Obudo, K. Mbevi.
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CONSOLATION

THE HOCKEY TEAM
Standing: Muna, Kihara, Okello, Josiah, Taylor, Boit, Maundu, Wahome.

Sitting: Kingori, Kadasia, Epetet, Mr. Rihal, Githugu (Capt.), The Headmaster, Ommasaba.

Wipe your tears, wretched child of the earth.
When the chill east-wind bites,

We swathe ourselves and dread the open air.
When the hot damp breath blows in from the heights,

Bare-chested the young and strong chase deer and hare.
Do you remember barren years,

When the sky from us withheld sustenance ?
Ah, the granaries collapsing, the stagnant tears 

Do you recall the sacrifices, the Dead Dance 
Now the grimy mud sickens us; women curse

The tearful morning grass, the neck-stumpening vessels 	

Now we flood the earth with tears; now floods are the hearse
That bears us to our watery graves, moaning bubbles 	
Slaves of nature are we all.
Born without our consent, by
The same covenant we die.

How many before you orphaned
Have been as infants, and
Have they not wept ?

How many before her, widowed
Have been in maidenhood —
Did they not wail?

Like tadpoles must we listlessly bath in the perilous pond of our lot —
Tears only serve to wash our eyes;
Those who abhor cats must love mice,

Therefore, wretched, lowly, lonely, sick child of the earth, weep not.

Paul Odhiambo, 5A

THE TENNIS TEAM
R. Ojany, J. Kamau, Mr. Halyard, S. Shahball, S. Psenjen.
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AFRICA, ON MY AFRICA

We, a people, a continent, a land of
plague, a land of frustrations, embezzlements,
corruption, apartheid, starvation and hunger,
selfish gullible politicians with greedy fronts;
that is Africa, our Africa,.

"Real" leaders have been murdered,
buried and forgotten. With them, their
aspirations, their shining lights, their ideals;
in their place have come dictators, bureaucrats
and aristocrats.

Africans daily live on borrowed time.
Riot police and the secret police listening
and watching out for patriots and revolutionaries.
They subsidize the powers — that — be. In unity
and oppression they rule.

When, my Africa, when will our share of
manna fall from heaven ? When will salvation
be our life-fellow ? When will human skeletons,
power struggles, brain monopolies, irrational
and inconsiderate emperors and kings be
a thing of the past ?

A divided house can never stand, a diseased
continent can never survive. We owe our
allegiance to thee, Mother Africa. You nourish,
protect, and clothe us. As beckoning city lights
will never turn night into day, so never shall
half-hearted attempts change the plight of Africa.

Neither Christianity nor missionaries, aid
packages, expatriates, the west or the east,
devastating armies or liberals, city life or
modernisation, will solve our overdue problem.
We must be nourished and washed by
our awn sweat and toil. We must be self-reliant,
self-productive, self-dependant. "Kikulacho Id
nguoni mwako."

KISASI

Pole pole na kwa kutahadhari umande wa nyakati za mafungulia ng'ombe,
wakulima watatu, ale, zao mikononi na mabegani walikuwa njiani kualekea
makondeni mwao. Mbali na kuamkuana wakati walipokutana walikuwa, hawa-
jazungumza mengi kila mmoja akionekana mvvingi wa tafakari.

"Hebu tazameni!" alimaka Mlozi mkonowe akiwa ameunyosha upande
wa kulia. Wenzake ambao walikuwa wamemtangulia waligeuka mara moja,
macho wameyakodoa tayari kabisa kusabahiana na cho chote kile.

Macho yao yalikumbana na mwili wa mtu aliyetiwa jeraha kubwa chini
ya sikio lake la kulia ilhali damu imebubijika na kusambaa katika eneo
Kubwa ajabu. Hofu iliwainia watani na jasho jembamba likaanza kuwatiririka
walipogundua kwamba nguo alizokuwa amevikwa maiti zilikuwa za mwana
wa mfalme, mrithi wa kiti cha enzi. Hasa walizidi kutetemeka walipokumbuka
uvumi ulioukumba kijiji eti mwana wa mfalme alikuwa amechelewa kurejea

nyumbani toka mawindoni.

Kuchunguza zaidi, Mlozi akawa tena wa kwanza kung'amua panga lililo-
egemea mkungu wa ndizi hapo karibu. Kitu kimoja muhimu pangs, hilo

lilikuwa na ,llama ya Uswami.

Sasa ikawa dhahiri kwa wazalendo hawa watatu kwamba kwa sababu

ya uchafuzi wa mwanamwali wao siku kadba zilizopita. Waswami walikuwa

for giving us his backing.

Mahebo N. A. 5A.

'GUYS'

I hate
The guys
Who minimize
And criticize;
The guys
Who pull down
The other guys
Whose hard work
And enterprise
Has made
Them rise
Above
The guys
Who minimize
And criticize

wa Munvi. 3A

Mungai Wa Miring'u, 6A
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COMING OF THE DAY

The night cold increases,
the insects stop their cry,
which is taken up,
by the noisy birds.

At first, it is shy
and peeps over,
the distance hills,
then it gathers courage,
and emerges, bi?, bright and beautiful,

sending rays of light,
all over the land.

Somewhere a cock crows,
the village stirs to life,
a new day begins.	

J. K. Ndegwa, 3M

• • •

THE POOR YOUNG MAN

One day a poor young man in Form Four came before his teacher and said,
'Good teacher, what must I do to receive admission into Form Five?'

The teacher said to him, 'You know the syllabus and all the school rules.
Do your homework every day. Honour your teachers and your prefects that

your days may be long in this school. Read all your notes and text-books. Go

through your "Gateway To Form Five" by Magendo Singh -

'Teacher', the young man said, 'all these I have done since I was in

form one.'

The teacher looked straight at him with love and pity and said, 'You need
only one thing more, go and sell all that you have and buy all the leaked exam

papers this year.'

When the young man heard this, gloom spread over his face and he walked
away very sad, for he came from a very poor family and could not afford the
leaked papers, nor could he afford to pay his dues at the, back door of the

admission office.

The teacher looked round at his class and said, 'My pupils, how hard it is
for one to enter into Form Five. Verily, verily, I say unto you, it is much
easier for a Mercedes to go through the eye of a needle than for a poor young

man to enter into Form Five.'

ON MY LONELY BEACH - A COOL WIND

They've forgotten the cause;
Everybody wants to be the boss;
Being the boss has become the cause.
Peace and harmony, they say
Is the cowards cry. I pray!
Can't they see
What life will be
Without peace and harmony?

People throwing knives at each others backs with the eyes;
Doing wrong, then feeding their consciences with lies.
Quicksilver glances filled with hate.
Murder given out on a silver plate.
Judas' kisses abound,
Love is not around,
Only gold-plated hate.

My beach is lonely; a cool breeze holds sway,
I let it have its way.
I hear my mind softly say,
Peace is the only way.

On the other beach they're playing with atom bombs.
People with grief on their faces are building tombs.
Here lie 6,000,000 Jews killed in Prussia;
Here lies hope, killed in Russia;
Here lies papa,
Lynched in America;
Here lies Christ, he died for us;
Well I don't like to make a. fuss
But why don't we hang every big brass?

On my lonely beach rises a lonely tide,
I climb on it, laugh, nature coursing through me; take a ride
A cool breeze holds sway; I let it have its way
I hear my mind softly Say
Peace is the only Way.

Et A. Ramogo, 6S2

Ndegwa P.K. 6A
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EXILE	 MARBETII

Have all the sweet voices of the birds
Flown away never to return again?

Are all the rough waves of the sea
And clear white sands of the beach
Washed away forever to be forgotten?
Are there any memories of loved ones
to be treasured?

Before I fly
Am I afraid to cry?
My friends, after we part
Will memories fall apart?
Will friendship whither
As petals of roses do in the fierce winds ?

7 was a dreamer
But was I the only one?
Have you forgotten
Melodies and tunes
That whispered softly to us,
That we all heard and loved?
Will you forget the tunes
That spoke softly to us
Of someone, somewhere, caring for us?

In a few years,
Should I dare to think
That all will be dead and buried,
So to speak, "gone with the wind" ?
And blown deep into the heavy recesses of the dim past

Should I dare to think . .
That one day in a dark Nairobi Street
You might stop me and entreat
"Ah! I am ... sorry, but ..
What is your name again?"

(Compiled from pieces of my mother's letters and my imagination in dedication

to my Sixth Form friends who are about to depart).

Undecided, you slumped upon a lowly slope,
Gazing up at the lofty, snow - pale peak
On which you had sworn to roam,

You were still sane: you questioned your sanity. Hope,
Peeping from behind bloody rocks, to seek
You dared not — dare you bull-foam?

The women men marry
Often rather marry them;

So did Macbeth his lady.

Born of the fair-stern sex, taut
She drew Macbeth's sinews, sagged

By conscience. Trenchant tongue got
Thane by two trance time oaths gagged.

Its perching bough thus swayed by a tempestuous wind,
Away fled the soul, to the land of fantasy
Where lived the torchbearers of darkness.
There, Macbeth, in armour of iron-silk they
Clothed thee, Helmet of scorn-praise on your head donned;
Wand waved, into your eyes spewing horrors.

The seeds of ambition
Thus took root, splitting the heart

Of the unfortunate one
In whom Devildom (whose art

It's from our joys doom to breed)
Had sown them. Where ambition grows,

Honour pity, restraint are dead;
Trust dearth turns friends to foes.

84	 85
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FEBRUARY

Perhaps he should not have been blamed for what had happened. Lying in
bed with his eyes over-running pools of sadness he tried for the thousandth
time to get himself in order once more.

So strange, he thought, how one's life flashes before one at such times as
these. Images of his life ground against each other like cogs in a poorly-
servieed lorry gearbox in his mind. Rivulets of sweat appeared on his face
as he desperately tried to recognize himself.

A boy in a neat blazer the colour of blood. Stockings neatly pulled up
and strangled by garters. His name reverberating in the huge hall. His
feelings of smallness as he boldly marched up the steps on knees of brake fluid.
His parents' smiles. In a blue blazer and a neat blue-and-gold tie, smiling
and doing up his button as his name was called. What idiocy he had thought
it then! What idiocy to read one's brains out for the sake of the many-times-
multiplied heartbeat when you heard your name called, for the sake of mother's
smiles and father's anecdotes about his first born.

It had been idiocy then. Still is, he thought, but who am I to judge now?
Pain in his head that felt as if a surgeon with blunt tools was at work

within-minus anaesthetic. Pain . Pain and brown blazers and blue and brown
ties and tight jeans and stilleto heels and smiles and worries and cokes. Pain
and cigarettes and coughs and beer that frothed like agitated detergent. Pain
and hours of dancing and feeling good and 120 k.m.p.h. driving. Pain and
incoherent mumblings and snakes and unparalleled joy the first time round
and every time after that. Pain and pain.

Shifting his emaciated body by moving an arm, with needle pricks like
polka-dots around its elbow, he wondered what they'd say when they got over
the shock. Did it matter what they said, really? H'e could see it was all idiocy,
all of it — competing like vultures for a carcass that turns out to be rotten
anyway. All for the flashing smiles of melting plastic exposing plastic teeth.
All for a few euphoric moments, names in the hall.

But you let it go too far, he thought. It was all so abstract and relative
to him then, but now ... now it calcified into hard images of concrete with
jagged edges in his brain.

Jagged images of papers that were blue like the dead foetus in the biology
labs, at school. Papers that were blue like one end of a tablet of second. Peepers
that were blue and with black markings on them like the sky on a hot day at
noon with an army of ants doing drill on it.

And how ill prepared he'd been — not surprisingly, he thought. Images
of beer froth like crests of polluted sea waves. Blazers blazing brown images
in his head like scorched paper. Images of happy exhaustion after having
danced all night and the terrors of drain-climbing to get into the house un-
noticed in the dead of night with the moon coyly hidden behind towers of clouds
like heaps of dirty cotton-wool. Images of sharp jabs as the needle pierced and
relief as the precipitate of joy entered his circulation. Ifnages of worried
parents; once tranquil hours now convulsed and twisted and creased like a pool
after a stone has been thrown in 	

And the result papers. White, callous, like skulls with the figures on them
like minute cracks. The ice flowing in sheets to his stomach as his eye
fixated on them ..... on it 	  His parents' reactions, eyes like undercooked
eggs with black yolks and whites that flowed. Wretchedness. Despair. Blazers.
Needles. Papers. Pills. Pain. Parties. Froth.

Leaning on his arm with the minute punctures, he knew he was doing the
right thing as he calmly counted out ten of the white pills and three of the
blue capsules. He was even surer as he got out of bed and headed for the tap,
jug in hand.

Maine wa Mwangl, 4A.

A MATTER OF CONCENTRATION

One day, a student was trying to finish his chemistry notes in the English
class. At the end of the period, this is what he came up with.

'The hyphen can be used as a catalyst when joining words. The exclamation
mark is a very reactive chemical. It is used as a reducing agent in the chemical
reaction between direct and indirect speech. The hydrogen ion consists of
brief notes indicating the charge on each paragraph. When oxidizing an essay,
gas tests should be carried out before all the figures of speech have been
decomposed. You must always heat your vocabulary in a dictionary. Business
letters never contain impurities. When the electrovalency of a question mark
is lower than that of a hydrogen ion, the grammar becomes an ionic bond. In
a precis, four valency bonds of an apostrophe are joined to a hydrogen atom.
Spelling rules are otherwise known as gas laws. The inert gases fall into words
needing special study.'

N. K. Kamoche, 4M.
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EXILE	 MACBETH

Have all the sweet voices of the birds
Flown away never to return again?

Are all the rough waves of the sea
And clear white sands of the beach
Washed away forever to be forgotten?
Are there any memories of loved ones

to be treasured?

Before I fly
Am I afraid to cry ?
My friends, after we part
Will memories fall apart?
Will friendship whither
As petals of roses do in the fierce winds?

I was a dreamer
But was I the only one?
Have you forgotten
Melodies and tunes
That whispered satly to us,
That we all heard and loved?
Will you forget the tunes
That spoke softly to us
Of someone, somewhere, caring for us?

In a few years,
Should I dare to think
That all will be dead and buried,
So to speak, "gone with the wind"?
And blown deep into the heavy recesses of the dim past

Should I dare to think .. .
That one day in a dark Nairobi Street
You might stop me and entreat
"Ah! I am ... sorry, but ...
What is your name again?"

(Compiled from pieces of my mother's letters and my imagination in dedication

to my Sixth Form friends who are about to depart).

Undecided, you slumped upon a lowly slope,
Gazing up at the lofty, snow - pale peak
On which you had sworn to roam,

You were still sane: you questioned your sanity. Hope,
Peeping from behind bloody rocks, to seek
You dared not — dare you bull-foam?

The women men marry
Often rather marry them;

So did Macbeth his lady.

Born of the fair-stern sex, taut
She drew Macbeth's sinews, sagged

By conscience. Trenchant tongue got
Thane by two trance time oaths gagged.

Its perching bough thus swayed by a tempestuous wind,
Away fled the soul, to the land of fantasy
Where lived the torchbearers of darkness.
There, Macbeth, in armour of iron-silk they
Clothed thee, Helmet of scorn-praise on your head donned;
Wand waved, into your eyes spewing horrors.

The seeds of ambition
Thus took root, splitting the heart

Of the unfortunate one
In whom Devildom (whose art

It's from our joys doom to breed)
Had sown them. Where ambition grows,

Honour pity, restraint are dead;
Trust dearth turns friends to foes.

84	 85

Suleiman Shahball, 6A	
P. Odhiambo, L 6A.



FEBRUARY

Perhaps he should not have been blamed for what had happened. Lying In
bed with his eyes over-running pools of sadness he tried for the thousandth
time to get himself in order once more.

So strange, he thought, how one's life flashes before one at such times as
these. Images of his life ground against each other like cogs in a poorly-
serviced lorry gearbox in his mind. Rivulets of sweat appeared on his face
as he desperately tried to recognize himself.

A boy in a neat blazer the colour of blood. Stockings neatly pulled up
and strangled by garters. His name reverberating in the huge hail. His
feelings of smallness as he boldly marched up the steps on knees of brake fluid.
His parents' smiles. In a blue blazer and a neat blue-and-gold tie, smiling
and doing up his button as his name was called. What idiocy he had thought
it then! What idiocy to read one's brains out for the sake of the many-times-
multiplied heartbeat when you heard your name called, for the sake of mother's
smiles and father's anecdotes about his first born.

It had been idiocy then. Still is, he thought, but who am I to judge now?
Pain in his head that felt as if a surgeon with blunt tools was at work

within-minus anaesthetic. Pain, Pain and brown blazers and blue and brown
ties and tight jeans and stilleto heels and smiles and worries and cokes. Pain
and cigarettes and coughs and beer that frothed like agitated detergent. Pain
and hours of dancing and feeling good and 120 k.m.p.h. driving. Pain and
incoherent mumblings and snakes •and unparalleled joy the first time round
and every time after that. Pain and pain.

Shifting his emaciated body by moving an arm, with needle pricks like
polka-dots around its elbow, he wondered what they'd say when they got over
the shock. Did it matter what they said, really? He could see it was all idiocy,
all of it — competing like vultures for a carcass that turns out to be rotten
anyway. All for the flashing smiles of melting plastic exposing plastic teeth.
All for a few euphoric moments, names in the hall.

But you let it go too far, he thought. It was all so abstract and relative

to him then, but now . . . now it calcified into hard images of concrete with
jagged edges in his brain.

Jagged images of papers that were blue like the dead foetus in the biology

labs, at school. Papers that were blue like one end of a tablet of seconal. Papers

that were blue and with black markings on them like the sky on a hot day at
noon with an army of ants doing drill on it.
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And how ill prepared he'd been — not surprisingly, he thought. Images
of beer froth like crests of polluted sea waves. Blazers blazing brown images
in his head like scorched paper. Images of happy exhaustion after having
danced all night and the terrors of drain-climbing to get into the house un-
noticed in the dead of night with the moon coyly hidden behind towers of clouds
like heaps of dirty cotton-wool. Images of sharp jabs as the needle pierced and
relief as the precipitate of joy entered his circulation. Ifnages of worried
parents; once tranquil hours now convulsed and twisted and creased like a pool
after a stone has been thrown in 	

And the result papers. White, callous, like skulls with the figures on them
like minute cracks. The ice flowing in sheets to his stomach as his eye
fixated on them ..... on it 	  His parents' reactions, eyes like undercooked
eggs with black yolks and whites that flowed. Wretchedness. Despair. Blazers.
Needles. Papers. Pills. Pain. Parties. Froth.

Leaning on his arm with the minute punctures, he knew he was doing the
right thing as he calmly counted out ten of the white pills and three of the
blue capsules. He was even surer as he got out of bed and headed for the tap,
jug in hand.

Main, wa Mwangi, 4A.

A MATTER OF CONCENTRATION

One day, a student was trying to finish his chemistry notes in the English
class. At the end of the period, this is what he came up with.

'The hyphen can be used as a catalyst when joining words. The exclamation
mark is a very reactive chemical. It is used as a reducing agent in the chemical
reaction between direct and indirect speech. The hydrogen ion consists of
brief notes indicating the charge on each paragraph. When oxidizing an essay,
gas tests should be carried out before all the figures of speech have been
decomposed. You must always heat your vocabulary in a dictionary. Business
letters never contain impurities. When the electrovalency of a question mark
is lower than that of a hydrogen ion, the grammar becomes an ionic bond. In
a precis, four valency bonds of an apostrophe are joined to a hydrogen atom.
Spelling rules are otherwise known as gas laws. The inert gases fall into words
needing special study.'

N. K. Kamoche, 4M.
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MA PETITE ELAINE

On m'a dit que je t'avais perdue,
Mais je n'ai pas youlu le croir€,
Croire que la moitie de mon Coeur
Dans ma poitrine ne palpiterait plus.

On m'a dit que tu allais,
Allais, jamais revenir
"Mais" ai-je demand, "a quel lieu jusqu'ici
Inconnu peut-elle de moi ainsi fuir?"

En lamentant, ma voix, une grenouille
De son habitation fraiche a appele;
En pleurant, tout en sirotant de la limonade
Tristement, la mare fuAbre est dessechee.

"Or, Anglais, tais-toi," c'etait Juma,
Qui, m'apellant ainsi arangement, m'a

Agite. "Si une autre chienne tu veux,
J'en peux to procurer assez bient8t," Que
Cette autre animal ne soit comme Elaine,
Se noyant comme un lourdaud; qu'elle soit saine!

P. Odhiambo, 6A

FOR QUALITY
STATIONERY

KENYA STATIONERS LTD.

"THE LEADING WHOLESALE STATIONERS"
PAPER AND BOARD MERCHANTS

do, go,r0.4.„...6

414P16,

STAPLING MACHINES &
PLIERS

MAKING A BOTTLE OPENER

In the Christmas term of last year, the class metal-work project was
to make a bottle opener. Since a bottle opener is small, it was a good choice
for the project.

It took all of the Christmas term to make it and it proved to be a very
hard job. First of all U had to draw and measure out my bottle opener on
a piece of metal. This was not easy, for the metal often slipped. I then had
to make cuts all round the piece, which made it look like a bottle opener
with a comb-like structure around it. The next thing to do was to cut
off the comb-like teeth and file the piece to a true bottle opener. This
was not all, for after filing, holes had to be drilled and the front structure
cut out. Oiling the piece was a messy procedure, but it was done to ensure
that the piece would remain rust-free. Just before this, I had punched my
initials into my piece so that it would not be misplaced. Unfortunately, I
kept on hammering my thumb instead of the puncher, a painful business!
Firing was a very tricky process, and this is where I spoilt my piece, because
I did not fire it long enough. It turned out that I had only produced technical
colours, the weird colours found on metal when it has not been fired long
enough, and therefore it was not blackened enough to be completely rust-free.

Having made not too good a bottle opener, I would warn anyone wanting
to make one, not to rush any procedure at all. This is what I often found
myself doing. Metal is very different from wood, in that once a mistake is
made there is no way to erase it except to file off the mistake, which means
losing metal and lowering the quality of your piece, I had big problems
filing, in that I had to file everything on the piece down to a certain measure-
ment, because I had worked too much on one place and it had worn down.
What a waste of time! Drilling was not too much of a problem except that
metal from the hole I was drilling came flying everywhere! Firing, as I
mentioned earlier, was not to be played with. The fire had the unpleasant
habit of giving off tremendous sparks and bangs, whenever you went near it!
So, regarding metal-work, you have to be calm and collected, if not very brave
to succeed.

My bottle opener, as you can see, did not turn out ideal, but I still use
it for opening bottles, even though it is a bit rusty. The main thing is that
I am proud to have made it myself.

S. Osei - Mensah, 23.

PHONE 20559
21467

P.O. Box 46309	 KENSTA HOUSE

NAIROBI	 KIJABE STREET

PEGASUS, SILVINE, BULLDOG, GILLOTT, KENSTA, RAPID, ESOBOY,
UTOPLEX, METEOR, SIGN, APPLES, BANTEX and CLASSIC.

TRADE MARKS & SIGNS OF QUALITY STATIONERY.
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Advice of delivery

There's a lot more
to the Post Office

than
lick, stick, stamp.

Take advantage of all the services the Post Office offers and
well save you time, anxiety and even money

Registered Post

Express delivery

For really urgent letters take advantage of Express De Ivory
It's particularly useful for the business community II the addressee
lives Within three miles of a Poet Office a messenger will deliver the
Item to his door To ensure physical delivery include the name of the
person or company, street and building This service colts only

3/• plus postage

Book stamps

...... . It makes a lot of sense to buy stamp
books They coat no more, you
save time queueing, and you can

use them at home Of in the office.
Each 10/- book contains
4 x 10 cent stamps,4 x 20 cents.

4 X 40 cents 8 x 50 cents. 4 x ei.) cents

If you're sending a package or parceltosomeone in Kenya and
it's important that you know it has been received use the Advice of
Delivery service It costs lust 2/; In addition to postage. A card Is
attached to the item you are posting. At the tine of delivery the
recipient is caked 10 sign and the card is returned to you so you have
proof of its arrival

Postal orders
Don't send cash through
the post Send postal
orders. Buy a postal
order at the Post Office
for the amount you want
to send Fe in the name
of the person you want
paid in ink and the name

the ost Office where the Postal Order mil be cashed. Keep the
counterfoil so that you have proof of purchase. Ifs the safest way
to send money through the post Ideal for school fees, cash
presents or for sending money home

Help us to help you.

II you need to send
important papers,
documents or other
valuable items other than

FIGa	 money through the post,
register It first at the Post
Off ice. Wekeeptrack of a
registered letter from
the moment it leaves

your hand until ifs safely
slivered to the addressee. Even

if its destination Is overseas
a give you a receipt at the time of posting and

w en It arrives the addressee identifies himself and receives
the registered item Registered Post coats 2/• plus postage for
addresses in Kenya and 3/50 plus postage to other countries

PRIZE-WINNERS : 1979

SUBJECT

ART

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

DIVINITY

ECONOMICS

GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY

LIT. IN ENG.

MATHEMATICS

PHYSICS

SWAHILI

ART

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

C.R.E.

ENGLISH LANG.

FRENCH

GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY

LIT. IN ENG.

MATHEMATICS

METALWORK

MUSIC

PHYSICS

SWAHILI

TECHNICAL DRAW.

WOODWORK

PHYS. scrwor

NAME

I. W. Akich (S)

J. 0. Owiro (M)

M. J. Chaudhry (B)

R. K. Gichangl (E)

Kimani (E)

M. M. Kimani (E)

J. K. C. Kipchoge (B)

N. Manrell (E)

R. I. Rambo (A)

M. J. Chaudhry (B)

K. J. Namdi (M)

R. Mwongo (B)

S. Hamdun (A)

D. Magomere (K)

H. Njeru (M)

P. Obhiambo (E)

P. Odhiambo (E)

Otunga (A)

D. Magomere (K)

A. Kapila (A)

D. Kisala (B)

P. Njuguna (K)

P. Z. Kikuyu (B)

J. S. N. Kigondu (A)

C. Andati (K)

S. W. Kinyua (M)

J. M. Kamau (8)

J. E. Lakhmidass (M)

FORM

682

651

681

6A

682

6A.

6A

681

6A

4M

4A.

4A

4M

4A

4A

4M

4A

4A

4A

4T

4A

4A

4T

4T

4T
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FORM	 PRIZE WINNER

1A	 Omara J. M. (M)

10	 Odhiambo S. M. (M)

1H	 Osei-Mensah S. (A)

1K	 Omar Mzee (8)

IR	 Muranga J. N. (M)

2K	 Gachoki A. N. (E)

2M	 Wasonga W. 0. (B)

2S	 Oyieke S. 0. (B)

2T	 Sosovicska G. (5)

3A	 Mwangi R. I. M. (B)

3K	 Mbira B. G. (K)

3M	 ICamoche N. K. (M)

38	 Lumumba P. (15)

3T	 Kamunge J. (E)

SPECIAL PRIZES, 1979

HEADMASTER'S PRIZE TO THE
HEAD-OF-SCHOOL
	

L W. AIdch (8) 682

BOARD OF GOVERNORS' PRIZE
FOR SERVICE TO THE SCHOOL

	 I. W. Aldch (5) 682

LIBRARIAN
	 M. Dalizu (E)	 681
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HOUSE REPORTS
TANA HOUSE

Housemaster
Asst. Housemasters

Asst. Housemistresses

Head of House
Prefects

Mr. Omondi-Mitula
Mr. Kimani
Mr. Martin
Miss Kabetu
Mrs. Njoroge

P. M. Ndiba
K. Kamande Mungai
S. Meena	 Macharia
T. Otieno

Br

1979 saw Tana House step into the limelight as a major force by accomp-
lishing feats apparently impossible. That year saw the utter annihilation of
that deep-seated feeling of worthlessness 'rabbles' commonly have. This
came about as a result of the big victories we had that year.

Under the leadership of Mogaka (then Head of House), Dalizu (Deputy
Head of House), Murwa, Nchore, Kamande and I, we saw our Tana ship
conquer tempests thought invincible. It was the second term when we had
the annual folk song festival. 'Pasifica , was the title of our song which was
provided by Machuka. After Mr. Gathirimu's indefatigable effort to make
our song victorious, we won the 1979 festival.

The third term saw us rise to the zenith. I wrote and produced 'Cursed
Money', a play based on the miseries suffered by our less fortunate brothers,
the parking boys. This play was unanimously judged the outright winner
of the 1979 Inter-house Drama Festival. At this juncture I would like to
extend my hearty thanks to all those whose participation ensured the success of
the play. Especially 'Mozi' Murilthi, the star actor, who undisputedly swept
away the best actor's award from the extended arms of Senior contenders.
Kaman (Chan Sing)thrilled audiences, sending many people hysterical
wherever we performed. Gitonga (living in India now), Mbugua 3. B., Maingi,
Amolo C., Odera and the rest whose names I cannot mention but would
have loved to, get my sincere thanks for their contribution in making the
play a winner.

The Regal Press
Kenya Limited

Your Printer

for an enjoyable magazine.

P. 0. Box 46166,
NAIROBI, Kenya.

Telephone 337834/3 We completed the year by having a grand Muse jubilee Barbeque where
we heard notable speeches made by the most prominent members of the house.
We had plenty of 'soli' and even had a dancing competition. Kadhi won,
followed closely by Ndegwa and Kimani; those boys were dynamite on the
'disco' Boor.

The beginning of 1980 saw me appointed the Head of Tana House
and Ken Kamande as the Deputy Head of House. Stan Meena joined us
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later as the third man. This trio together with Mungai, Macharia, Otieno
and Otunga (fifth form house prefects ) and Mungai, Otwoma, Ojango,
Kariuki, Ngethe, Mucai, Waanatu, Juma and Kipkorir (2nd form monitors)
not to forget Ahmed A. S. and Kipyego Letting (Senior Monitors), has
steered this house through the year.

We narrowly lost the choir cup by half a mark, drawing with Serengeti
at 88;%. Kirinyaga won with 89%. Noteworthy members of the house choir
this year were Kangaliky Kasiva and Ndeme whose traditional dancing styles
amused the audiences. Buluma, Farchie, Mwachiru, Kamande and Ashif
require special mention in connection with the choir.

SERENGETI HOUSE

Housemaster

Assistant Housemasters :

Mr. F. Gikanga

Mr. T. L. K. Childs

Mr. Ariithi

Mr. P. A. Newton

Outstanding boys in the games field include, Kamande (the Deputy Head
of House's brother) who excelled greatly in the swimming pool. He swam
a number of times for the school and for his house, coming first on all oc-
casions. Kiprono Kipketer is a boy whose running might land him far one
of these fine days. He ran for the School in Cross-country and in the School

Athletics team running the middle distances. Matheka is a mighty fit boy
who scored innumerable goals for the School's Junior hockey team.

It has been a memorable time here in Tana. With the backing of Mr.
S. N. Njoroge, the Housemaster, whose concern for the welfare of his boys
was outstanding, other members of staff, fellow prefects especially Ken
Kamande and Meena Sk, the monitors and the new fifth formers, it had to
be memorable. Above all, the company of the small boys was one I personally
greatly enjoyed. What enchanted me most was the destruction of the pro-
found inner insecurity of "rabbles". To me they ceased to be mere "rabbles',

ages ago and existed in my vocabulary as comrades who clung together
united in their smallness. They are dynamite.

Our motto, thanks to Mr. Gathirimu, was 'Win or Win'. Tana House will
uphold this motto to the end of time. Watch out Seniors we are coming for

you!

Ndiba P.M., Head of House.

Our first words are devoted to welcoming Mr. Gikanga as the acting
Housemaster. We would like to thank him for his tremendous efforts, which
promoted even further the house facilities and activities which Mr. I. Dougan,
now the Deputy Headmaster, had already established.

The year began with the usual influx of junior boys from Tana house,
but most had to go back since after taking second place in the cock house
competition, it was obvious that many of our 4th Fornlers would be returning
from their '0' level recess. Our hockey started off dramatically, the house
providing the celebrated T. Githugu as School Hockey Captain. It was with
his skill and charisma that the school team brought back home the Mustaq
trophy. As was anticipated, Serengeti hockey was easily of the highest
standard in the school. This was because G. P. Abwao endeavoured to
develop the hockey talent which has been continually passed on from prede-
cessor to successor over the years, and with the help of Omolo S. he managed
to train all the house teams. The reward came when the house won the First
Form League, the Senior Knock-out Cup and the Junior Seven-a-side. Though
most players like Ramogo, Abwao, Githugu and Mwaura are leaving, young-
sters are available. 01111210, Kamau J., Kimwele and Kihara are a few of those
in school hockey teams.

Head of House

Deputy Head of House

Senior School Prefects

K. P. Oduor

E. Y. Suleiman

T.M. Githugu C. Kariuki

P. Abwao	 A. M. Mulla

S. Ramogo	 Paforvora
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NAIVASHA HOUSE

Housemaster	 Mr. V. W. Kinuthia
Deputy Housemaster Mr. S. B. Njuguna

Mr. R. K. Njoroge
Mrs. I. M. Awori

Head of House
Deputy Head of
Prefect
Monitors

House
Mungai Miring'u
Kabaru Ndegwa
P. Kikuyu
7. 0. Nakolo
S. 0. Oyieke

7. M. Wairegi
S. M. Waruhiu

Similarly, swimming this year, I would say, was a 'cup of tea' because
our house team had certain mysterious powers by which they attained
miraculous speeds in water. Indeed one would have thought that the pool
water was prejudiced against the other houses. Mwaura F., the House Swim-
ming Captain, engineered victories by the house team in all their Inter-
House triangular matches only to discover that Baringo was ahead by one
point. Mwaura felt moved to exhibit his talent in both coaching and active
swimming. This he fulfilled when the house won the Swimming Gala and
took away 9 trophies. Karuga crowned the occasion, when he collected 3
trophies one after the other. Kimingi, Ndungu and Sosovicska went for
even more cups and then Mwaura and Mureithi went for yet another cup
and a certificate respectively.

Rugby, a popular sport, which we dominate, has also had a very suc-
cessful season. The house again provided the school with a Rugby Captain,
K. p Oduor. His vice-captain was Paul Abwao also from this house. Opiyo
was appointed house Rugby captain and it was due to his ability and tech-
nique of coaching that the house won both Junior and Senior league cups.
Opiyo is confident that Rugby is here to stay, considering junior players like
Rasekosi, Kimwele and Mukulu. The latter seems to be in step with the
kind of Rugby his brother played at international level. Even at the time of
writing I am confident we are going to win the Sear Cup having a tally of

8 players from the house in the School Team and 5 in the Kenya Combined
School team. These are Oduor, Abwao, Mwaura, Romogo and Kariuki C.

Our last soccer season was in 1979 and Serengeti did what was expected
taking 4 cups, the junior league and knock-out cup plus the senior league. Last
year in the school team we provided E. Y. Suleiman, Ramogo and Githugu.
Ramogo is this year's school soccer captain, last year was a success but this
year with potential in, Opiyo, Wamiya, Suleman, Ramogo, Githugu, Abwao
and Mwaura we look certain to emulate, possibly even surpass last year's
achievements. In Britain they are calling Liverpool "'the Serengeti of

England".

Finally I would like to thank the prefects of the year for their support

and work, and wish them success.

K. P. Oduor, Head of House.

Naivasha House is no ordinary house. Just like Tana House, we have a
school - wide role to play. Boys come from all the different houses and as
such petty inter-house squabbles are unheard of. As the term started a nu-
mber of boys were involved in various activities. In swimming, Kimari, Kihanya
and Kihara excelled and received certificates during the annual swimming
gala. In hockey, Maganga, Kihara, Otieno, Kimari and Odera played for the
school team. I understand they did a very good job.

That is not all, in Rugby and athletics, squash and table tennis, boys have
continued to take part. In Rugby small boys like Ndaba actually worry me
in their outfit. But they come back in neat form if not healthier. Others who
have taken part in Rugby include Kihara, Muiyuro and Munyi at school level.
In squash, there is a rumour that Kihanya took part in the National Champion-
ships but didn't get far. But an effort is worth it! ! In the same game, Bare
and Kimari have been stars. In athletics, Kanunba, Ndunda and Iiwanthi
have been seen to sprint so fast that Naivasha house has been forced to go to
the track with fire extinguishers just in case these boys burnt themselves out.

The boys have been well-behaved generally, but as it is with human beings
a few exceptions have been noted. However, the boys themselves have been
engaged in rooting out the criminals and sentencing them to a few days of
isolation. My monitors, especially Oyieke, Nakolo and Wairegi have also been
fast in cracking down on them. Kikuyu is a recent addition but his swift
impact has been felt and boys already appreciate his presence and firmness.
Ndegwa and I have been noted for not only looking after works and mainten-
ance but also discipline and rehabilitation, commonly known as 'working party'
in the school.

Boys with special responsibilities have executed their duties with much
devotion. During the first term, Kihanya looked after our valued store which
holds our working tools. In the second term, a boy called Odera came in with
warmer and younTer blood. He continues to hold the portfolio. Igeria was
the table tennis kit master. During second term, Njenga took over in a major
reshuffle. Due to their commitment, table tennis players have not missed a
day and the boys continue to be fine players.
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We must thank Mr. Njuguna for his excellent services as a banker. His

weekly visits have enabled Naivasha to (as economists would say) have an
"effective demand" on doughnuts, cakes and other luxuries found in the tuck
shop. The satisfaction thus acquired has been put to such uses as keeping the
house and compound clean which is well reflected in the cleanliness of the

dorms.

Mr. Kinuthia, our housemaster, has been very co-operative and keen. His
concern for everybody and everything helped for example to steer our house
choir to fourth position in the Inter-house Choir Festival which we are all
proud of. I am looking forward to a better third term and with continued
support from the boys, I am sure I shall conclude my term of office, happy
and satisfied.

Mungai Muring'u. Head of House.

MARSABIT HOUSE

Housemaster
	

Mr. P. W. Kanyi
Assistant Housemaster

	
Mr. Z. J. Essaji
Mr. 7. R. Murungi
Mr. Kibinu

Head of House	 P. R. Ndombi
Deputy Head of House	 N. K. Macharia
Prefects	 P. M. Gatabaki M. Ochieng

W. K. Njoroge T. J. 0. Josiah
M. S. Hamdun 7. Mucai

Y. Mbati

1980 has been a successful year for Marsabit House. It saw Marsabit
hit the headlines in games and other school activities. No major changes were
introduced into the house system.

In the first term on the long Cross Country route, Kanyago J. K. and
Ng'ok V. were our loyal representatives. Gatabaki F. M., our House Captain,
organised our "hard working" house team which throughout the season kept
on trying.

In swimming, with Njoroge W. K. as captain, Marsabit was not up to

its usual high standards. But we must mention the names of Njoroge, Mwaniki
K. and Wanyoike P., who were outstanding both for house and school teams.

In basketball, Gacheru H.M. as captain managed to get the boys jumping
high and as has become 'tradition' we maintain our superiority by thrashing
Elgon heartily in the finals to retain the Inter-House League Cup. A very
strong party of Mbati J., Kinyanjui T. and Josiah J. represented the house in

the school team.

In hockey with Chege D. M. as captain, we fared very well by being
runners-up to Serengeti in the Inter-House Knock-outs. Tailor and Josiah
displayed their talents to the many spectators who always flocked in to watch

Marsabit matches.

In Rugby, after intensive drilling, the house started off at a hot pace,
winning the seven-a-side festivals by soundly thrashing the supposedly
superior Serengeti team. Due to the house being the chief supplier of players
for the school teams, our hard working captain Ludenyi, had to call upon the
left-overs to respresent us in the league where we did not do well. The 1st
XV had an array of Marsabit boys, Ludenyi, Aliker, Mucai, Karanja and Chege
D. M. Ludenyi and Aliker played for combined schools. Ochieng' M. D. and
Asiko played for the 2nd XV.

Athletics, at the time of writing, is being captained by Nyaga and we
have ended up in a respectable 5th position both in the leagues and standards.

It was not only in games where we excelled. P. R. Ndombi relinquished

authority as Chairman of the Wild-Life Club and Treasurer of the Sixth Form
Society this year. Chege D. M. and Njoroge W. were Chairman and Treasurer
of The Young Farmers respectively, Hamdun M. was Chairman of the Geogra-
phical Society and Treasurer of the 'Patch Dispatch', Kinyanjui was Chairman
of Y.M.C.A., and Gicheru Secretary of the Swahili Club.

We have also featured well academically, coming third in the 1979 E.A.C.E
results, with the top student, Mucai, coming from the house.

We have, despite having a fairly good and active year, also had our own
share of problems. They have not been catastrophic, however, and the 'bad
sheep' have been put in their rightful places.

For advice, help and guidance we thank our Housemaster, Mr. P. W.
Kelly!, and the masters attached to the house; Mr. Essaji who continues to
run the house bank with utmost efficiency, Mr. Murungi and Mr. Kibinu. I
must commend all the prefects who, as one body, have helped in the smooth
and efficient running of the house.

For those remaining I re-emphasise once again "keep the Marsabit flag
flying high" in all social, academic and extra - curricular activities of the
school. I wish all members of the house a happy and prosperous future.

Rakama Ndombi, Head of House.

• ••n
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KIRINYAGA HOUSE

Housemaster	 Mr. G. R. Obwol-Ocwet

Assistant Housemasters :	 Mr. E. 0. Ouma

Mr. 7. M. Were

Mr. P. 7. 7ohnston

Mrs. N. W. Karuri.

Head of House
	 S. S. Shahball

Prefects
	 C. M. Njeru (Deputy)

P. M. Ndegwa	 Magomere

E. R. M'twaruchiu Mahebo

H. N. Waselwa	 Oloo-Kobe

This year, realizing the folly of accepting mediocrity as a goal, we set

ourselves high standards and a fast pace and it is our hope that the school
will follow our example. We declared ourselves the "cream of the school" and
sparked off storms of protest but by the end of the year we were set to

prove it. By providing the Head of School, John Mune, we provided school
leadership. We won the Cock House trophy, asserting our academic supremacy,

and we won trophies in most sports.

In the first term we won the hockey league, the festivals and the skills
competition in which our magnificent five, Njeru, Maundu, Nabala, Pare
Wahome and Inyende, showed the school the art of the game. Our contribution
to school teams is indispensable with Muna and Pare Wahome in the school teem
and Wahome G., Mathti F., Amolo C, and Kamau A.J. in the Junior school

team.

In cross-country Mutwiwa, Ayekha and Tanui ran for the school team.

Our house team came a narrow second.

Swimming? This is a sport that we leave for those less fortunate than
ourselves. It is this spirit of magnanimity which makes us' such a great house!
Nevertheless Kimote sent in his team of Mathenge, Nabala, Ndirangu, Wanjigi,
Kyalo (Jur), Mains. and Womble to show the school that we could swim after

all.

The second term saw us establish our mark on the basketball scene.
Itindi, the captain, put in quite a formidable team which achieved good results.
Worthy of mention are Inyende, Amogola and Muange who really shone!
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We were less successful in athletics. We won the relays :With our team of
Kadhl, Mbinga, Mungai and Macharla. Mungai, whom we have sent to Tana as
expatriate help, won the long jump and came second in the high jump.

In other fields of school activities we asserted our domination. Our house
choir won the school trophy and represented the school in the finals of the
National Music FestivaL Deserving particular mention for this feat are Mahebo,
Isigi and Akala, who led the team.

In drama we came second and our play won the "best original" trophy.
This standard will be maintained.

The school tennis team is entirely Kirinyaga. The school band ought to
be renamed 'the Kirinyaga orchestra' since Akala, Isigi, Ndirangu, Kamau,
Olech and Opole, who are the main body, all come from Kirinyaga!

In the leadership of clubs Kirinyaga boys dominate again. Oloo is a member
of the Sixth Form Society 'Politburo', Pare Wahome is the Chairman of the
Theological Society, Rindi is one of the leaders of the Wild Life Society. The
chairman and entire committee of the Science club come from Kirinyaga. Even
our juniors lead, as Mkonu is chairman of the Swahili Debating Society.
Taking into consideration such overwhelming evidence are we not justified in
calling ourselves 'cream' House ?

I wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to Njeru, my
most able deputy, Mtwarichlu, Ndegwa and Wasilwa who were very capable
prefects and with whom it was a pleasure to work. The monitors Ambasi,
Kimote, Itindi, Pare and Mbira deserve special mention for their help. Sande,
though not a prefect, was indispensable as our master of ceremonies and I wish
to say thank you.

Last but not least I wish to thank, on behalf of the prefects, Mr. Obwol-
Ocwet, our housemaster, who joined us this year yet proved so dedicated. Mr.
Ouma, our very helpful house banker, and all our assistant housemasters.

It is with a sense of great pride that I leave this school aware that I
belong not only bo a great Institution but also to the best house. It is our
hope and fervent prayer that Kirinyaga House will always remain at the top.
Gentlemen, keep the flame burning on!

Suleiman S. Shahball, Head of House.
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ELGON ROUSE

Housemaster
	

Mr. C. Mwagiru

Assistant Housemasters :	 Mr. 7. Hillyard

Mr. G. R. Mpyisi

Mr. P. G. PuNames

House Banker
	

Mr. I. M. Mbeche

Head of House
	

T. K. Kaloki

Deputy Head of House
	 7. M. Karanja

House Prefects
	 7. M. Mutuku, P. 0. Ochieng,

B. Omar,	 R. 7. K. Kariuki

Odhiambo P., Njenga A. K.

Ochola E. W.

The House has once more lived through a successful year. This year
we were joined by Mr. Fulljames and Mr. Mbeche but unfortunately lost
Mr. Nyangayo during the first term.

On the side of games Elgon presented a strong athletics teem, led by
Odhiambo and Odunga, which went on to obtain second position during the
annual Sports Day. We had some very outstanding athletes who also rep-
resented us in the school team; notably, Gacheru, Keter, Kamunge and Tanui.
We took half of the athletics trophies and as if that were not enough, the
4 x 400m. relay team, composed of Tanui, Kitunda, Kaloki and Kamau,
went on to shatter the school record. Kaloki and Tanui held the school record
in the 200m. and high jump respectively during their leagues. Credit goes
to Malla who shone as top-scorer in both House and School Basketball
matches. Colours went to Dawa, Kigen and Ndungu.

The House librarians under Kamunge and Njuguna did a good job and

I must thank the Housemaster for encouraging the expansion of our library.
In the field of leadership we had Odhiambo P. as Chairman of the Sixth

Form Society and Gachold A. as Chairman of the Agricultural Society and
treasurer of the Junior Debating Society.

My sincere thanks go to the Housemaster and the Assistant House-
masters for their service, the different games Captains, and lastly to all
Elgon boys for their good co-operation throughout.

T. K. Kaloki, Head of House.

BARINGO HOUSE

Housemaster	 Mr. P. 7. Kibumbu
Assistant Housemasters	 Mr. S. S. Rihal

Mrs. R. A. Odhiambo

Mr. B. Okioga

Mr. E. N. King'ang'i

Head of House	 I. A. Litaba
Deputy Head of House	 M. A. Miyawa
Prefects	 C. A. Shisanya, 7. G. Kiguru,

P. C. Endere, P. 7. Odhiambo

In the year 1980, Baringo House has proved to be outstanding in various
activities within the school. Contrary to the expectations of many, Baringo has
had many victories in games; and it is my belief that this is something which will
oontinue even in years to come, as long as all the members continue to strive
in the same spirit.

In the hockey matches played during the first term, the house performed
tremendously well. In the festivals, our team was placed second. Third position
was attained by Baringo in the Inter-House League matches. Most thrilling
were the Junior Knock-out and Seven-a-side matches in which Baringo was
placed first, thanks to Lobeki Epetet (Captain) for his good organization of
the teams. Stars like Ommassaba (Vice-Captain), K. Boit, 0. Mahasi and
B. Begada must be congratulated on their worthwhile efforts. School hockey
colours were awarded to Lobeki Epetet, Ommassaba and Ken Boit.

M. A. Miyawa (Deputy Head of House) was the X-Country Captain. He led the
squad to success. Due to his dedication, and that of the entire team, the
house comfortably won the Senior X-Country trophy. I thank the team for
their hard work.

P. S. Endere (I thought of him as a good shepherd) was the 1980 Swim-
ming Captain. With him organizing, the team had several victories. The
trophy for the Inter-House triangular matches was 'lifted' by Baringo. Due
to a disqualification in a relay, we were placed second in the gala. However,
had it not been so, the trophy for the gala would have been resting peace-
fully in Baring°. We proved to be the best house and no one can deny this.
In basketball, the team took third position and I thank the captain (F. J.
Odhiambo ) and the whole squad for their efforts.
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ATHI HOUSE

Housemaster

Asst. Housemaster

Head of House

Deputy Head of House

House Prefects

Mr. E. B. Martey

Mr. S. M. Thuita

Mrs. E. G. Ngomuo

Mr. G. K. Muia

G.H.O. Magana

G.K.O. Omido

E.M. Wagakani

P. Muindi	 P. V. Odhiambo

T. Otunga	 7. Gatuguta

Regrettably, the house was unable to win any of the much coveted hockey
trophies. However, it 1s worth noting that we were runners-up in both the
seven-a-side hockey festivals and the eleven-a-side festivals. The house team
was captained by Onzere, apart from whom outstanding players were Kadasia,
Okello, Gathanga and Gathungu. In the school 1st XI, we were represented by
Okello, Kadasia and King'ori.

The swimming season did not go too well for us. We were rather undisti-
nguished in this field. Those, however, who deserve a note of thanks for their
stout efforts are Njaga (captain), Anyonge, Ambala, Hyder and Kariuki.
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hal the second term, in Rugger, with R. Mwongo as Captain, Baringo
House proved to be 'bad news'. In the festivals, our team came second
(tying with Serengeti) and it was a shock to many people. Our boys played
it cool and knew what they were aiming at; hence the success. In athletics,
Baringo won the triangular matches and greatest of all - won the Athletics
trophy on Sports Day. As a matter of fact, Baringo carried away almost all
the Athletics trophies. It was a very challenging preformance to other houses.
We hope to have more victories in soccer during the final 'chapter' of the
year, the third term.

Finally, I'd like to thank the housemaster, Mr. P. J. Kibumbu, for his
commitment to the house. He has always shown his concern for the house.
One thing that impresses me about him is his willingness to help us in solving
our problems. With his help, the running of the house has always been smooth.

I'd also like to thank all the prefects for the support they have given ale
and I wish each member of the house success in all endeavours. Keep it Up
Baringo!

I. A. Litaba, Head of House.

THE LIBRARIANS
Back Row: Mwangi, Ouma, Irungu, Kalaiya, Njoroge, Warutere, Bonaya.
Middle Row: Mkanda, Okumu, Ngahu, Ndithi, Mwai, Letting, Amir, Abuya, Murage, Ngari,
Bagada, Munga, Kinyua.
Front Row: Muindi, Kamunge, Chege, Kangata, Kamande, Mbuu, Ndungu, Otunga, Irungu,
Kahigu.

THE PRESS CLUB
Back Row: Muraguri, Mucai, P. Odhiambo, Okello, Otieno.
Middle Row: Mureithi,Malla,Malombe, Ibukun, Kigondu, Wahome, Ludenyo, Muriuki.
Sitting: Mwongo, Ngata, Ochieng, Opiyo, Gatuguta, P. V. Odhiambo.
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Opinion is divided as to the amount of success we had in Rugby. Admittedly,
we won no trophies but that, I believe, is not the major purpose of a good
Rugby side. As is customary of Athi House Rugby squads, this year's side
consisted of the smallest and no doubt, the youngest players in the school.
However, rather than see this as a handicap, the well-drilled youngsters tipped
the scales in their own favour and may it suffice to say — they were a most
dreaded lot. Of those in the star-spangled squad, those who represented us in
the school teams were Magana (1st XV), Gatuguta (2nd XV and House Captain),
Odhiambo (2nd XV) and Otunga (2nd XV).

Also for the first time since time immemorial, this year, the house, under
the wise captaincy of Kimondo and liigondu, the vice-captain, accomplished
the feat of winning the School Inter-house athletics standards.

At the time of writing. Inter-house level soccer is not quite off the ground

yet. However, when it does get off later on this year, I predict lots of shocks
and surprises for anyone so callow-minded as to imagine we can be taken for
granted. These shocks, we intend to create, in the persons of Ibukun, Odhiambo,
Kadasia and Otunga, to name but a few. Incidentally, Kadasia, Odhiambo
and Ibukun are in the school 1st XL

Pr-

THE SCOUTS
Standing: Karanja, Munyih, Batsinduka, Macharia, Mugo, Kiraka, Mburu.

Kneeling: Kimani, Olweny, Mbuthia, Josiah, Kibe, Machira, Gichuhi,

Finally, unto those that remain in Athi, mine is to wish you all the best
in your future undertakings, whatever they may be.

Owino Magana, Head of House

ONDIRI HOTEL
at

Kikuyu Township
With

Excellent Accommodation and
Spacious Bar & Restaurant
All Self-Contained Rooms
and Reasonable Charges

Plus
Free Disco Dance

EVERY SATURDAY
THE ATHLETICS TEAM
Back Row: Shisanya, Musyoka, Andiva, Keter, Tonui, Machuka.
Middle Row: Omingoh, Mbinga, Maloba, ,Letting, Kasiva, Kiguru, Ntambi, Mungai.
Seated: Gacheru, Kalok i,Mr. Njoroge, Ndiba (Capt.), Kiprono, Macharia.
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AN EXTRACT FROM THE ESSAY 'WHAT OTHELLO MEANS TO ME'
BY SHAHBALL. THIS ESSAY WON SECOND PRIZE IN THE DONAVAN
MAULE ESSAY COMPETITION.

RIDDLES

1. Name something that, if it works once, never works again.
2 With what vegetable do you throw away the outside, cook the inside, eat

the outside, and throw away the inside ?

(Answers at bottom of page.)

"Othello has a relevance and symbolic significance to modern Kenya and
the world in general. I see Desdemona as symbolic of those few brave people
who let their love transcend racial barriers and brave social ostracization by
marrying outside their racial groups. One has only to look around to see

numerous De: demons. She symbolizes the rejection of racial and class barriers
that has been witnessed in transient and modern Africa.

In Othello I recognize, the loneliness of the man who enters another society
through the door of marriage. He finds matrimonial bliss in times of war just
as multi-racial couples have done in transient Africa.

I believe 'Othello' signifies Shakespeare's tacit approval of this inter-racial
fusion in marriage. We see the marriage as a heroic gesture of defiance against
racial prejudice and parental authority. Shakespeare presents the lovers'
enemies in a decidedly unflattering light, in a manner that invites our contempt
and disgust at lago, whom we see as exploitative, unrefined and despicable.
We see old Brabantio as symbolic of the old and conservative who, until today,
is one of the barriers that Desdemona and Othello tried to break down. Seeing
it in this light, the play assumes a relevance beyond its entertainment value.

The basic thematic message of the play is greatly attractive to use. Though
we go to pains to deny it, the personal nature of sexually incited jealousy,
love and violence holds a strange appeal for all youth. How else can we explain
the popularity of James Hadley Chase and Harold Robbins. I cried for Des-
demona's pain and innocent suffering. I see her as a. sacrifice on the altar of the
'green-eyed moster,' jealousy. Her kindness, love, devotion and simplicity tou-
ches a soft spot, making us instinictively feel her pain at a personal level.
The appalling transformation of Othello from a dignified and respected man
to a broken down pitiable state, from passionate love to uncontrollable
jealousy and bitterness, bares my emotions in a manner unachieved by any
play yet. It is this Which makes 'Othello' more meaningful to me.

JOKES
Teach — (to a pupil) "What do you call a person who keeps on talking even

if the listeners are not interested ?"
Pupil — "A School teacher, Sir."

George: "That's only a little green snake."
Sue: "But maybe it's as dangerous as a ripe one."

Sally: "Do we get fur from a skunk ?"
Bobby: "We get as fur from a skunk as possible."

Voice on the phone: "I just wanted to inform you that Kaman won't be able to
come to school today. He is feeling sick."

Teacher: "Oh, I see. Who is ringing?"
Voice: "It's my dad, sir."

„Now then, Thomas, what are you burning from my writing table ?" said an
author to his servant.

"Only the paper that is written all over, I have not touched the clean," was
the reply.

"Now, Patrick," said a Judge, "What do you say to the charge? Are you guilty
or not guilty ?"

"My God! That's difficult enough tor. your Honour to decide, let alone myself.

Submitted by:- P. Wahome and G. Otunga.

match 2. Corn on tie cob.
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